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t Hazing incident
I is uncovered
^1 A few former members
til of the Sigma Alpha
fA Epsilon chapter in
Texas were found guilty
I of hazing | Page 3
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the campus and surrounding community

Findlay resident donates $2 million
By Kyl« Reynolds
Reporter

The Stroh Center will replace
Anderson Arena as the home for
volleyball and men's and women's hoops.
On March 1, the University
announced that husband and
wife, Kermit and Mary Lu Stroh,
had donated $8 million dollars
for the construction of the new
convocation center.
The Center will house the
locker rooms and meeting rooms
for each of the three teams, office
suites for their coaching staffs,
the BGSU Athletics Hall of Fame

When the men's and women's
basketball and volleyball teams
suit up in 2012 ii will be on Bill
Frack Court.
Yesterday, at the BGSU Falcon
Club Annual reception it was
announced that Findlay resident
and BGSU basketball enthusiast,
Bill Frack. has donated S2 million
dollars to the basketball court
at the new Stroh Convocation
Center.

and a merchandise store.
Construction on the Stroh
Center is scheduled to begin in
2010 with its completion expected for 2012.
BGSU athletic director, Greg
Christopher, said that Frack's gift
is helping the Stroh Center come
together.
"Turning from a vision into
a reality with gifts like this,"
Christopher said.
Frack experienced BGSU basketball for the first time in 1948
when he was 12 years old.

Frack has attended almost
every home game and has traveled all over the country and
around the world to watch the
men's team play.
When University President,
Sidney Ribeau came to the university in 1995 he noticed Frack
was always at the games and that
his commitment to BGSU basketball shows his leadership.
"Bill is quiet, focused, steady
and consistent," Ribeau said.
"Leadership is nothing without
consistency."

Ribeau told the men's basketball team, in attendance,
that they are the benefactors of
Frack's gift and joked about how
people are going to expect more
from the team.
"There are some high expectations on you now," Ribeau said.
"Bill's putting pressure on you
now."
Frack praised the men's team
for their hard work and a good
See DONATION | Page 2

Learn more about
politics, civil war,

Campus
escort service
finishes its
busiest year

genocide and people
in need - and how you
can help | Page 10

Bus quality
suffers due to
low funding
School districts are

By Ryan Sullivan
Reporter

being affected by poor
bus maintenance and
budget cuts | Page 5
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Boredom is
unacceptable
By focusing on
academics and getting
involved with campus
groups, columnist Levi
Joseph Wonder thinks
excess free time should
find itself scarce
|fcg*«

Female athletes are
'Forward Falcons'
Book to include history of women's sports
By Alison Kwnp
Reporter

Olive oil is
Barack food
A guest columnist
discusses the issue of
microtargeting and
presidential candidates,
or identifying with
them through products
| Page 4

Falcon sports in
review: A year in
spent in contest
Football, men's and
women's basketball,
hockey, gymnastics,
cross country and
soccer all had big year's
this season - see how
it all ended up
| Page 1!
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lanet Parks remembers the day
that started this book.
It was Aug. 23, 1985. There
were many articles in the
Sentinel-Tribune about BGSU
because it was the University's
75th anniversary.
In an article about Sam
Cooper, a previous men's
swim coach, the author writes,
"However, there were no girls
competing In sports at BGSU
in Cooper's day."
Then Cooper is quoted saying, "The women were not the
least bit interested in intercollegiate athletics in those days
and actually held them in disdain."
"It made us mad," said
Parks, a retired physical education professor and coach at the
University, referring to herself
and other female university
professors arid coaches.
Parks had coached female
athletes at the University for
15 years prior to that article.

"There were no
girls competing in
sports at BGSU in

c - r ^
\

Cooper's day."

n 1
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Sentinel-Tribune Article ]'

She coached tennis from 19671976, and golf from 1977-1981. '
So Parks, along with some of
her colleges, wrote a response
that ran in the Sentinel-Tribune
two weeks later.
"However, the omission of
any significant mention of the
women's athletic program during the 75-year history of BGSU
has prompted us to comment,"
they wrote, later explaining
that they wanted to "set the
record straight."
The first point they make is
that the women's swim team
was competing against Big Ten
schools in 1946, which was the

.
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Campus escort service is about
to complete their busiest year to
date, beating all other years in
the total number safe escorts.
This semester, despite understaffing issues, the service has
also been busier as far as constantly being out on runs, said
supervisor Brandon Scribner.
"It has been busier t his semester
because there are so many cold
months," Scribnersaid. "February
was one of the busiest months we
have ever had. I personally went
on 345 runs [that month)."
There was also a large increase
in the number of new people
from last semester to this one
Scribner said.
He said it has been much busier
than in years past.
The group's other supervisor,
lordan Poynter, agreed saying
the number of people calling has
really gone up.
Poynter said there was a slight
drop off the past few weeks due
to the warm weather, but before
that, it had been really busy.
" |ln February] I had 195 runs for
the month and that is the most,
personally, 1 have ever done,"
Poynter said.
There were some people during the year who left, he said, and
because of this the group has had
to work more hours.
Scribner and Poynter both said
they loved working with thegroup
and talked about how closely they
worked with the police station.
"We get along great with our
boss, Sgt. |John| Shumaker,"
Scribner said. Poynter said they

See WOMEN | Page 2

See ESCORT | Page 2

Dorm Daze to offer
, IWILLP-I novelty items to students
New store on East Wooster takes Madhatters place

Dunn keeps funeral business alive
By Alison Kamp
Reporter
What do you think
people should know
about The BG News?

USAHALVERSTADT.
Editor-in-chief
"The blotter is too juicy
to be fabricated."
I Page*

TODAY
Sunny
High: 60, Low: 47

TOMORROW
Showers
High: 67, Low: 52
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It's late. Most people would be
sleeping. Tim Dunn was — until
his telephone rang On nights
like these, he gets ready for work,
heads to his office and swaps his
car for the hearse.
Death happens at any time of
day, and Tim, one of the owners of
Dunn Funeral Home in Bowling
Green, must respond to the calls.
"It's tough to get out of bed
in the middle of the night," said
Tim, who must pick up the body
and take it to trie funeral home,
embalms the body and then
returns home to his bed, just to
get up later that morning to meet
with the family members of the
deceased.
Tim spent much of his childhood — all the years after 1974
when he was 11 or 12 years old
— at the funeral home in some
capacity. He started with mowing the grass, which is now the
only chore he does not do at the
funeral parior.
He and his brother Stephen do
all the pickups, nearly all of the
embalming, all cosmetic work,
prepare the visitation periods,
run each service and complete
all the chores required by the late
1880s Victorian home in which

'^i.tiP^^'
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THE EMBALMING BUSINESS: Tim Dunn, pictured in front of Dunn Funeral Home is
one of the funeral home owners.

the business is housed.
And they are on call every
minute of every day.
The house is stately, and when
it is approached, it is like stepping
back in time 11 decades to when
it was built. Wicker furniture
crowds the large front porch.
It is quiet, it is private and it is
peaceful. There is a small breeze
and the traffic on Wooster Street
is barely audible. All that is missing is a pitcher of lemonade and
beautiful ladies strolling on the

porch or playing croquet in the
yard in fancy dresses.
The inside is no different.
The carpet is plush and the
colors are soft. Nothing is bright,
nothing is glaring and nothing is
distracting.
Tim is no different.
He is quiet, not verbose; he
sits up straight and cares about
his appearance — he pulled up
See DUNN | Page 7

By Scott Rccker
Reporter

University students will no longer have to leave town to obtain
novelty items to decorate their
dorm rooms — or glass tobaccosmoking accessories.
Dorm Daze, a new store on
the East Wooster Street where
Madhatter Music used to be,
currently sells water and glass
tobacco pipes, ashtrays, tshirts, spice grinders and other
novelty items.
In the near future, owner
Casey Kasen said the store will
be selling many new products,
including a wide variety of band
t-shirts and posters.
Kasen said he decided to
open Dorm Daze because he
graduated from the University
and when he came back to visit
he noticed a building for lease
in a great location, so he seized
the opportunity.
"There was no other place in
town that catered towards novelty items that freshman and sophomores want in their dorms,"
Kasen said.

PastexperiencesasaUniversity
student also made him think that
his business will be successful.
"When I went to school here
we always had to go to one of
the novelty shops in Toledo and
that's a half hour away," Kasen
said. "I thought it would be a
good opportunity."
One of the most profitable
aspects of Kasen's business is
selling tobacco-smoking accessories, but he does not condone
or support any type of illegal
drug use with his products, and
he stresses proper etiquette and
terminology for customers.
He has already kicked seven
people out of his store for insinuating they wanted to use the glass
pipes for illegal drugs. Kasen
does not see any problem with
smoking tobacco out of a pipe, he
actually thinks it is smart.
"You don't have to be 40 years
old to smoke tobacco out of a
pipe." Kasen said. "It's cheaper
than buying a pack of cigarettes."
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Findlay resident donates $2 million
By Kyi* Raynoldt

The Stroh Center will replace
Anderson Arena as the home for
volleyball and men's and women's hoops.
On March 1, the University
announced that husband and
wife, Kermit and Mary l.u Stroh,
had donated S8 million dollars
for the construction of the new
convocation center.
The Center will house the
locker rooms and meeting rooms
for each of the three teams, office
suites for their coaching staffs,
the BGSU Athletics Hall of Fame

Reporter
When (he men's and women's
hasketball and volleyball teams
suit up in 2012 it will be on Bill
Frack Court.
Yesterday, al the BGSU Falcon
Club Annual reception it was
announced that Findlay resident
and BGSU basketball enthusiast,
Bill Frack. has donated 52 million
dollars to the basketball court
at the new Stroh Convocation
Center.

and a merchandise store.
Construction on the Stroh
Center is scheduled to begin in
2010 with its completion expected for 2012.
BGSU athletic director, Greg
Christopher, said that Frack's gift
is helping the Stroh Outer come
together.
"Turning from a vision into
a reality with gifts like this,"
Christopher said.
Frack experienced BGSU basketball for the first time in 1948
when he was 12 years old.

Frack has attended almost
every home game and has traveled all over the country and
around the world to watch the
men's team play.
When University President,
Sidney Kibeau came to the university in 1995 he noticed Frack
was always at the games and that
his commitment to BGSU basketball shows his leadership.
"Bill is quiet, focused, steady
and consistent," Ribeau said.
"Leadership is nothing without

Itibeau told the men's basketball team, in attendance,
that they are the benefactors of
Frack's gift and joked about how
people are going to expect more
from the team.
" there arc sonic high expectations on you now," Ribeau said.
"Bill's putting pressure on you
now."
Frack praised the men's team
for their hard work and a good
See DONATION! Page 2
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Boredom is
unacceptable
By focusing on
academics and getting
involved with campus
groups, columnist Levi
Joseph Wonder thinks
excess free time should
find itself scarce
|Pag«4

Female athletes are
'Forward Falcons'
Book to include history of women's sports
By Alison Kamp
Reporter

Olive oil is
Barack food
A guest columnist
discusses the issue of
microtargeting and
presidential candidates,
or identifying with
them through products
| Page 4

Falcon sports in
review: A year in
spent in contest
Football, men's and
women's basketball,
hockey, gymnastics,
cross country and
soccer all had big year's
this season- see how

Janet Parks remembers the day
that started this book.
It was Aug. 23, 1985. There
were many articles in the
Sentinel-Tribune about BGSU
because it was the University's
75th anniversary.
In an article about Sam
Cooper, a previous men's
swim coach, the author writes,
"However, there were no girls
competing in sports at BGSU
in Cooper's day."
Then Cooper is quoted saying, "The women were not the
least bit interested in intercollegiate athletics in those days
and actually held them in disdain."
"It made us mad," said
Parks, a retired physical education professor and coach at the
University, referring to herself
and other female university
professors and coaches.
Parks had coached female
athletes at the University for
15 years prior to that article.

"There were no
girls competing in
sports at BGSU in
Cooper's day."
Sentinel-Tribune Article '

She coached tennis from 19671976, and golf from 1977-1981.
So Parks, along with some of
her colleges, wrote a response
that ran in the Sentinel-Tribune
two weeks later.
"However, the omission of
any significant mention of the
women's athletic program during the 75-year history of BGSU
has prompted us to comment,"
they wrote, later explaining
that they wanted to "set the
record straight."
The first point they make is
that the women's swim team
was competing against Big Ten
schools in 1946, which was the

uheylovedvvorkingvviththegroup
a nd ta I ked about how closely t hey
worked with the police station.
"We get along great with our

boss, Sgt. [John] Shumaker,"
PROVIDED BY CENTER FOR ARCHIVAL COllECTIONS
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USAHALVERSTADT,
Editor-in-chief
"The blotter is too juicy
to be fabricated."
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Dorm Daze to offer
novelty items to students

By Alison Kemp

It's late. Most people would be
sleeping. Tim Dunn was — until
his telephone rang. On nights
like these, he gels ready for work,
heads to his office and swaps his
car for the hearse.
Death happens at any time of
day, and Tim, one of the owners of
Dunn Funeral 1 lome in Bowling
Green, must respond to the calls,
"It's tough to get out of bed
in the middle of the night." said
Tim, who must pick up the body
and take it to the funeral home,
embalms the body and then
returns home to his bed, just to
get up later that morning to meet
with the family members of the
deceased.
Tim spent much of his childhood — all the years after 1974
when he was 11 or 12 years old
— at the funeral home in some
capacity. He started with mowing the grass, which is now the
only chore he does not do at the
funeral parior.
He and his brother Stephen do
all the pickups, nearly all of the
embalming, all cosmetic work,
prepare the visitation periods,
run each service and complete
all the chores required by the late
1880s Victorian home in which

Scribner said. Poynter said they

See WOMEN | Page 2

Dunn keeps funeral business alive
What do you think
people should know
about The BG News?

Campus escort service is about
to complete their busiest year to
date, beating all other years in
the total number safe escorts.
This semester, despite tinder
staffing issues, the service has
also been busier as far as constantly being out on runs, said
supervisor Brandon Scribner.
"It has been busier this semester
because there are so many cold
months," Scribner said. "February
was one oft he busiest months we
have ever had. I personally went
on 345 runs [that month]."
There was also a large increase
in the number of new people
from last semester to this one
Scribner said.
1 le s.i id it has been much busier
than in years past.
The group's other supervisor,
lordan Poynter, agreed SB) nig
the number of people calling has
really gone up.
Poynter said there was a slight
drop off the past few weeks due
to the warm weather, but before
that, it had been really busy.
"|ln Februaryl 1 had 195 runs for
the month and that is the most,
personally, I have ever done."
Poynter said.
There were some people during the year who left, he said, and
because of this the group has had
to work more hours.
Scribner and Poynter both said

New store on East Wooster takes Madhatter's place
By Scott Radar
Reporter

ENOCH WU

THEBG1EW

THE EMBALMING BUSINESS: Tim Dunn, pictured In front of Dunn Funeral Home is
one ol the funeral home owners.

the business is housed.
And they are on call every
minute of every day.
The house is stately, and when
it is approached, it is like stepping
back in time 11 decades to when
it was built. Wicker furniture
crowds the large front porch.
It is quiet, it is private and it is
peaceful. There is a small breeze
and the traffic on Wooster Street
is barely audible. All that is missing is a pitcher of lemonade and
beautiful ladies strolling on the

porch or playing croquet in the
yard in fancy dresses.
The inside is no different.
The carpet is plush and the
colors are soft. Nothing is bright,
nothing is glaring and nothing is
distracting.
Tim is no different.
He is quiet, not verbose; he
sits up straight and cares about
his appearance — he pulled up
See DUNN | Page 7

University students will no longer have to leave town to obtain
novelty items to decorate their
dorm rooms — or glass tobaccosmoking accessories.
Dorm Daze, a new store on
the East Wooster Street where
Madhatter Music used to be.
currently sells water and glass
tobacco pipes, ashtrays, tshirts, spice grinders and other
novelty items.
In the near future, owner
Casey Kasen Said the store will
be selling many new products,
including a wide variety of band
t-shirts and posters.
Kasen said he decided to
open Dorm Daze because he
graduated from the University
and when he came back to visit
he noticed a building for lease
in a great location, so he seized
the opportunity.
"There was no other place in
town that catered towards novelty items that freshman and sophomores want in their dorms,"
Kasen said.

PastexperienccsasaUniversity
student also made him think that
his business will be successful.
"When I went to school here
we always had to go to one of
the novelty shops in Toledo and
that's a half hour away," kasen
said. "1 thought it would be a
good opportunity."
One of the most profitable
aspects of Kasen's business is
selling tobacco-smoking accessories, but he does not condone
or support any type of illegal
drug use with his products, and
he stresses proper etiquette and
terminology for customers.
He has already kicked seven
people out of his store for insinuating they wanted to use the glass
pipes for illegal drugs. Kasen
does not see any problem with
smoking tobacco out of a pipe, he
actually thinks it is smart.
"You don't have to be 40 years
old to smoke tobacco out of a
pipe," Kasen said. "It's cheaper
than buying a pack of cigarettes."
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WOMEN

I can't imagine writing a history I

From Page 1

SUNDAY

same year that Cooper arrived
at the university. Other sports
women participated in during
the same time were basketball, volleyball, synchronized
swimming, field hockey, tennis
and telegraphic archery.
This response led to one of
Parks' master's students completing her thesis research on
this topic.
Addie Hostetler-Muti wrote
her thesis on the history of
BCiSU women's sports, beginning in 1910 and ending at the
initiation of Title IX in 1972.
Parks is revisiting the thesis work, along with the help
of Hostetler-Muti and Ann
Bowers, an archivist at lerome
Library.
They want to preserve this
history and present it in a fashion that will be easily accessible
and useful for future research.
They are writing a photo
essay that will have a chapter for eight time periods,
ranging from 1900 to 1982.
which is when NCAA began
to govern both men's and
women's sports.
The book will be called
"Forward Falcons," which
Parks said has a double meaning to the authors. Not only
is it the university fight song,
whose score will appear in a
handwritten version by Wayne
Bohrnstedt. the author and
composer, at the beginning
of the book, but it's also a
tribute to the fact that there
were many forward-thinking
women at the university.
The chapters begin with an
explanation of what is going on
in the United Slates related to
women's sports and then what
is happening at the University.
Parks said she has been
requesting old rulebooks for
context and extra information about the evolution of the
sports and how social context

11:02 A.M.
A woman on Clough Street slates
that her neighbor entered her
residence last night and stole her
medication.

2:40 P.M.
Overnight someone kicked in the
side panel of a car on Blue Jay Drive
causing between $1,500 and $2,000
worth of damage

MONDAY
12:45 A.M.
A woman on East Napoleon Road
reported that a man entered her
apartment through an unlocked
window while she was in the shower.
She does not know the subject by
name but believes he lives in the
area and has a sister named "B."

10:22 A.M.
An unknown person kicked in a
vacant apartment located on the
1500 block of East Wooster Street

9:17 P.M.
An unknown man short-changed
Bob Evans for $150.

11:49 P.M.
Scott C. Sanville of Worthington.
Ohio, was cited for showing a false
.D. at Uptown/Downtown.

0N LINE: Go to bgrwws com foe the complete
blotter list

DONATION
From Page 1
season of Falcon basketball.
"They worked their tail off
and you couldn't be ashamed of
them," Frack said. '
Frack has been supportive of
BGSU for years, Ribeau said. His
contributions including funding for men's basketball and
a scholarship.
Frack has seen games in the
former Men's Gymnasium, now
in the lippler Complex, and was
at the opening game at Memorial
Hall before it was known as
Anderson Arena.
Frack joked that the former
Men's Gymnasium, "probably had better crowds then we
do now."
"It was a great experience
because there were very enthusiastic crowds," Frack said.
Frack said, Anderson Arena
used to be known as the TajMahal because it was such a nice
facility.
Now Anderson Arena will
house the Gymnastics team
and Student-Athlete Support
Services.

ESCORT

wasn't a part of."
Janet Parks | Writing "Forward Falcons"
has changed about women's
participation.
"It's a story of governance and
standards," she said.
Parks said her involvement
with women's sports since she
was in high school has helped
the writing process.
"I can't imagine writingahistory I wasn't part of," she said.
Parks participated in sports at
her high school in Chattanooga,
and then when she went to the
University of Chattanooga in
the 1950s, there were no sports.
So she and other women made
up their own sports program,
playing in city leagues with regular schedules, tournaments
and trophies.
The book will be illustrated
with photographs of the teams
and games the women athletes
participated in.
Bowers has been collecting these photographs and
verifying dates. Photos of the
teams every three years or so
will be included so that nearly
every female athlete will be in
the book.
There will also be chapters
abouteachofthewomen'ssports
that reached varsity statusat the
university. Information on the
coaches, basic facts and photos
of the teams will be included.
The coaches at the University
were women physical educators who did not receive any
financial support or a reduced
course load.
"The program was offered for
the benefit of the student/athletes and, although the coaches
received a great deal of gratification from the personal and
athletic successes of these students, they realized no material gains," says the letter in the
Sentinel-Tribune.
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PROPERTY*

2 Bed /I Bath

4 bed/ 2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

1 ol Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570(1215 each)

$1196($299 each]

$1292($323 each)

$900($300 each)

SCOTT RECKER
DORM DAZE: Jnrversity alum Casey Kasen's store Dorm Daze, located on East Wooster Street, in the location ol previous store
Madhattei Musk The store offers novelty items including water and glass tobacco pipes, ashtrays, t-shirts. spice grinders, other items

DAZE
From Page I
Dorm Daze also sells t-shirts
to raise money for different
causes such as AIDS awareness
and global warming.
Kasen and his friend, Rick
Marro, started the non-profit
organization Trend, which
allows customers to decide what
important issue their money

helps by the color of the shirt
they purchase.
Each color represents a different issue.
"A lot of people have different
beliefs and different values and
different things that they find
important," Morro said. "And by
having the different color shirts,
each representing a different
cause, it allows people to make
that decision on their own."
Even though Kasen has been

successful with opening his
shop, he realizes that novelty
stores that sell tobacco accessories have not had much
success in general.
The last store to sell a large
amount of glass tobacco
accessories was The Shed.
According to a 1996 Bowling
Green city police report, The
Shed and it's owner were
brought up and convicted on
drug paraphernalia charges.

3 bed /15 bath
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$0

$44

all electric

Electric
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$97
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$0
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Irash

$0

$0

$0

$0
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$44

$0

$44
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$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge
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No Monthly Charge

No

Pool
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Yei
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But overall, Parks islookingfor
something much less specific.
"We want to validate those
athletes and coaches... We want
the University to recognize we
have a rich history of women's
sports here at the University,"
she said.
Thai was the goal when Parks
and 11 others wrote the letter to
the Sentinel-Tribune in 1985.
"Those of us who participated
in women'sathlelics in the 1940s
either as coaches or competitors
resent the implication that we
do not exist. Those of us who
coached in the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s share this resentment. We
are both surprised and disappointed that our efforts appear
lo have gone unnoticed and
unappreciated," they wrote.
The writers even mention
thai a history of the BGSU
athletic program would be
a nice addition. They hoped
the Sentinel-Tribune journalists would do this, but that
hasn't happened. So that led to
llostetler-Muli's thesis project
and its current revival.

www.bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
f Required Student Insurance Program

Apartment Size

Security Deposit

One of the changes Parks
remembers is that the NCAA
was focused less on athletes'
education than the AIAW was.
Another is that many of the
leadership positions that were
held by women in the AIAW
were dropped. Women who
held athletic director positions
at universities were dropped to
assistant positions to the male
athletic director.
Along with providing information about the evolution of
women's sports across the country and specifically at BGSU,
Parks wants this book to clear
up two myths.
There were female physical
educators who wanted to create opportunities for highly
skilled female athletes, and that
the experience of women of
color was different. Parks said.
Historically black colleges and
universities provided scholarships for female athletes beginning in 1929, and became established in some sports, such as
track and field, providing many
Olympic athletes.
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Comparisons between the
evolution of men's and women's sports will also be made.
Men's sports started with male
students organizing the games
in 1852, Parks said. There
weren't standards until 1906.
Women's sports began with
physical educators, so there
always were rules.
In 1971 the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women was created and served
as the first individual organization with policy-making
authority to govern women's
intercollegiate sports.
Then in 1972 Title IX was created. Parks said there was lots of
pressure surrounding Title IX,
especially concerning football
and other men's sports.
"Title IX hasn't hurt anybody,"
Parks said.
Female athletes participated
in A1AW events for another 10
years at the University.
Parks said the AIAW was the
largest sports governing body
in the US with over 960 member schools and 99,000 female
athletes. There were 1,200 leadership positions filled almost
entirely by women.
The NCAA existed at this time
and was the governing body for
male sports. NCAA directors
decided they wanted to govern
women's sports so there could
be gender equality.
Parks remembers attending
many meetings at BGSU discussing the governing options.
The NCAA announced that
if colleges and universities
already belonged to the NCAA
for men's sports, the women's
sports would be permitted to
join for free.
This forced the AIAW to shut
down in the summer of 1982.

"We both have people

are very close with the employforward to picking
ees too and the group is going
to be losing a few escorters
up.
with a lot of experience.
"We've had a few road blocks Brandon Scribner | Escort Supervisor
with losing some people and
having to hire a few more ing about where they want to
people Ithis semesterl but we be when the year begins.
The pair also agreed on how
have run smoothly all year,"
nice it was to see some of the
Poynter said.
Along with the job of pick- regulars during the week.
"We both (Scribner and
ing people up and dropping
them off at their destination, Poynter] have people who
the escort service is also we definitely look forward to
responsible for locking the picking up," Scribner said. "It
doors of someof the buildings really changes the monotony.
during the week. While doing There are some people who
this, the group will some- don't appreciate us but there
times use the University's are some who really make the
parking truck, which has a job worthwhile."
Scribner and Poynter are
radio that is on the same frequency as the police station both aware that they sometimes work in a thankless job
in case of an emergency.
Poynter had to use the radio where people will not talk to
earlier this year as a result of you on their ride and will then
slam the door when they get
witnessing an accident.
"I was the first to respond out of the car. Despite putting
when two bicycles collided up with that, they both said
outside of the library," he said. they would not trade it for any
The two ended up going to the other on campus.
"I love this job, it's what 1 love
hospital due to their injuries.
The group says they are to do," Scribner said. "You just
already preparing for next year try to say 'have a goodnight'
and have already started think- and move on to the next one."
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Boston U. will not seek
green' certification
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Fraternity members found guilty
for hazing incidents in Texas
By Stephen Keller

By Andrea Abi-Karam
The Daily Free Press

As colleges across the country
and commonwealth clamor for
official eco-friendly certification,
Boston University will not seek
green accreditation because of
high application and procedural
fees, though buildings will he up
to par, officials said.
President Robert Brown said
it is in the university's best interests to use its limited funding
for renovation and renewal as
well as new construction projects on campus, rather than
putting money toward a costly
process to gain Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
Design certification.
The U.S. Green Building
Council, a nonprofit organization "committed to expanding
sustainable building practices,"
created the I.EED rating in 2000
as a point system that classifies
how environmentally friendly a
building is, based on its energy
efficiency, sustainable site, waste
issues, innovation and design.
The group awards buildings silver, gold or platinum certifications for their ratings.
"You will spend millions of dollars LEED certifying a $100 million building," Brown said in a
March interview. "The question
for us is, is the LEED certification,
the plaque, worth that investment versus doing the right thing
and using the same money to
replace the windows in a building
that has leaky windows?"
"I'm not into the bragging
rights of LEED certification, and
it's a cottage industry," he said.
"Therc'saconsiderableamount
of money passing hands becom-

"There is no reason why
a typical dorm building
should be a million
dollars to cerify."
Melissa Gallagher- Rodqers I Spokeswoman

ing LEED certified," said Brown,
who added he is "almost laser-like
focused on putting the money to
where it matters."
BU will not apply for LEED certification for the second phase
of development at the Student
Village dormitory complex,
said Assistant Vice President of
Space Management Paul Rinaldi.
Developers concluded the building is eligible for it, he said.
StuVi 2 engineers, architects
and third-party architects discussed prospective LEED certification for the 960-bed domi,
slated to open in fall 2009, but
they concluded the process
would cost more than SI million,
Kinaldi said.
"There's a lot for money in filing the paper work and adding
consultants to secure the certification," he said. "The project
team thought it Ix'st to achieve
the goals rather than just trying to
apply for a piece of paper."
StuVi 2 boasts water-saving
dual-flush toilets, motion sensors
to turn off lights when no one is
in a room and insulating glass
that prevents heat loss.
About 500 college presidents
have signed onto the American
College & University Presidents
(llimateCommitmcnt, promising
to mitigate climate change, said
Melissa Gallagher-Rogers, a U.S.
Green Building Council spokes-

Northeastern students
protest low janitor wages
By John Batoha

U-Wln

Northeastern University Students
gathered in the pouring rain
Monday evening to wrap up their
weekend-long protest of their
school's treatment of its janitorial
staff, demanding school administrators clean up their act and provide better wages and Ix'iuiiis.
Chanting "Hey, Hey, Ho, Ho,
poverty wages got to go," students
marched from Boston Common
to Northeastern ("resident loseph
Aoun's S7.5 million home on
Beacon Street.
Northeastern lawprofessor Karl
Klare addressed the drenched
crowd.
"It'sfnistrating. it's wet."he said.
"Northeastern hasn't responded
to your demands but you have
chosen the right thing to do."
Northeastern law student
Nathanael Player said he chose
to attend Northeastern because
of its reputation as a school with
a social conscience, but was
appalled when he found out
about the treatment of the university's janitors.
Northeastern contracts a company to hire and manage its custodial staff. Player said hiring out
the management creates a lack
of accountability, allowing die
school to pass blame to the firms

"Northeastern hasn't
responded... but
you've chosen the
right thing to do."
:»'.s0r

that manage the custodians.
However, Northeastern pays
the janitors, and the school is
accountable for the treatment of
its employees. Player said. The
janitors' base pay is $13.25 per
hour and they have three sick
days per year. An employee who
has worked at Northeastern for
12 years makes $13.40 per hour.
Player said the majority of janitors are assigned 28-hour workweeks, but Northeastern requires
29 hours of work a week to receive
health benefits.
lessie lolly, a recent
Northeastern alumna, said the
protesters have collected nearly 2,000 student signatures
to a petition protesting the
working conditions.
"Since Northeastern gets 80
percent of its revenue from student mition, it is ridiculous and
irresponsible that they are using
the money in a way that is disagreeable to so many students."
she said.

woman. Brown is not among
them, she said.
Gallagher-Rogers said she
has never heard of LEED certification costing more than a
couple hundred thousand dollars, though design add-ons to
reach certification could make
the project more expensive.
"A million dollars is certainly
excessive," she said. "There's
no reason why a typical dorm
building should be a million
dollars to certify."
Gallagher-Rogers said LEED
certification costs do not exceed
1 percent of a total project's
cost, even for large, expensive
Barbara Batshalom, director of Massachusetts's Green
Houndtable, a nonprofit that promotes green building practices,
said BU's environmental policies
an not in die same league as area
academiccounterparts, including
Northeastern University, Harvard
University, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Tufts
University and Simmons College.
"I'm only aware of resistance
and ignorance of what it really
means to build green" at BU,
she said in an e-mail. "BU is the
only university in this area so far
behind the curve."
Batshalom said developers
are not required to hire outside
consultants to maintain environmentally friendly designs, but
often do so if they are afraid they
will make mistakes.
"If anyone hires an outside
LEED consultant, they should do
so with the intention of learning
from the consultant during the
process so that they internalize
the information and act independently in the future," she said.

By Ry Rivard
U Wire

A second top official is stepping
down for his role in the flawed
decision by West Virginia
University to award a degree
to the governor's daughter.
College of Business and
Economics Dean R. Stephen
Sears "indicated to the provost" that he will leave his
post, accordingto a statement
released Monday morning by
WVU. Provost Gerald Lang
resigned in a letter released
Sunday. Both resignations
are effective at the end of
lune. Both men will continue to teach at the University,
according to Lang.
PrcsidentMichaelS.Garrison
said he accepted Lang's letter
but would not be following
the provost out of Stewart Hall
because of his office's involvement in the decision to award
a degree to his former lobbying
client and high school classmate, Heather Bresch.
"1 have no plans to resign,"
he said at a press conference
on Monday, deflecting a weekend of criticism from faculty,
donors and students.
But Garrison "reserved
the right" to make other
personnel decisions.

GREAT RATES

308 N. Enterprise
2Bdrm
Large Yard
$715.00 Per Month
Plus All Utilities

317 Manville Ave.
1 Bdrm Ranch Style
Close to Campus
$345.00 Per Month
Plus All Utilities

Rentals

Former Sigma Alpha BpsUon
President Chase Bolding,
wearing a black suit and carrying a nervous expression on
his face, walked into a county
courtroom Monday, sat down
before the judge's bench and
took a deep breath.
Bolding, former pledge
trainer William Evans and
economics senior and former
pledge trainer Austin Sherrill
pleaded no contest to hazing and providing alcohol to
a minor, limmy Berry, former fraternity vice president,
pleaded no contest to failure to
report hazing.
All four received a SI,000
fine, 100 hours of community
service and six hours of alcohol awareness classes. Berry
and Bolding each received
one year of deferred adjudication, while Evans and Sherrill
received two years. Sherrill
and Evans must also spend
four days in Travis County Jail
without good-time credit or
work release starting May 30.
Evans, who received an additional 80 hours of community
service, Bolding and Sherrill
also agreed not to fight their
expulsion from the fraternity.
Probable cause affidavits
released Friday described SAE
hazing acts committed during
the fall 2006 semester, including shocking pledges with
cattle prods, beating them
with pieces of bamboo and
forcing them to binge drink.
The affidavit also slated then
Sherrill burned two pledges
on the face with a hot clothes
iron on one occasion and that

"He is certinly remorseful for any difficulty
that may have been caused during his
presidency. Of course his heart goes out to
the Tyler Cross family..."
Wayne Messiner | Bolding's attorney
Evans forced another pledge
to put His hand against a dart
board while Evans threw darts
at him.
Travis County Attorney
David Escamilla said the 2006
deatii of engineering freshman
and pledge I vier ( TOSS sparked
the hazing investigation. Some
of the events described in the
affidavits took place the night

before Cross died.
Assistant District Attorney
Claire Dawson-Brown said the
felony investigation into Cross1
death produced insufficient
evidence to go before a grand
jury and that the investigation
is now closed.
"There was definitely a lot
of evidence about what hap
pened that night hours before,"
she said. "It's the attenuation
between then and when he
actually fell to his death thai
becomes problematic in showing causal effect."
Attorney Allan Williams,
who represents Berry, said he
believed the plea agreement
was fair but had some misgivings about it. Bolding's attorney Wayne Meissner said his
client accepted responsibility
for his actions by accepting
the plea deal, lie said Bolding
graduated from UT and now
lives in New York.
"He is certainly remorseful for any difficulty that may

have been caused during his presidency.' Meissner said. "Of course
his heart goes out to the Tyler Cross
family, and he has had them in his
thoughts and prayers since the tragedy unfolded."
The attorneys representing Evans
and Sherrill did not return phone
calls from The Daily Texan.
The fraternity signed an agreement with UT officials on April 7
restructuring SAE's pledge process.
Escamilla said his office could also
press charges against the fraternity
but has decided to wait to see if the
agreement will hold.
"Ybu can't send [the entire chapter] to jail, obviously, but you can
fine them money." he said.

"GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some everts taken Irom evenhbgvoedu

8 am Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204Olscamp

MFAII
Fine Arts Center. Dorothy Uber
Bryan and Willard Wankelnun
Galleries

PSEOP Orientation
111 and 227 Olscamp

WVU second top
offical to resign T0WNH0USES #76-140
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"I do not believe it is
acceptable to assign
credit... without
consultation..."
• P'csident
A report by a five-member
panel found that Lang and
Sears "cherry-picked" information and pulled grades
"from thin air" to incorrectly and retroactively award
Bresch an Executive Masters of
Business Administration.
In a statement released after
the press conference. Garrison
said, "I do not believe it is acceptable to assign credit or grades
to a student without consultation with the faculty member
assigned to teach the class."

2 Bedroom
Townhouses
1
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1
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1
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' Washer/Dryer

3 Bedroom
Townhouses
1
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1
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1
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Hookup

Special Rental Rate
Starting at
$735/month
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Greenbriar, Inc.

Starting at
$950/month
+ Utilities

(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Kristi Lynn Hill
March 6, 1985-May 2,2007
Late in April of 2007, Kristi was affected by an ■
episode with her heart that went undetected by
the doctor and hospital. While all other students
were in their finals, Kristi was fighting for her life.
Unfortunately, Kristi was not able to pull through
and lost her fight. She was a hero to all of us until the end; donating her
organs so that other people might live better, more full lives. There are 4
people in the Toledo and Cleveland area whose lives have been renewed
because of Kristi's gift.
Kristi was truly a Remarkable Daughter, Sister, Aunt, Granddaughter,
Niece, and Cousin. But what Kristi is probably best known for by all of us
and probably all of you that knew and remember her is that Kristi was an
Incredible Friend.
Kristi had a Contagious Laugh,Wonderful Sense of Humor, and a Beautiful
Smile. She was a Free Spirit Who Enjoyed, and Lived Life to the Fullest. Kristi
cared for and loved people. She never met anyone that she wouldn't talk with.
Kristi was Loving and Kind, but you always knew where she stood.
Kristi will be forever missed, but someday we will be with her again in Heaven.
Her belief in Jesus Christ was deep and we know today that Kristi is watching
over all of us as our Guardian Angel.

If you knew Kristi, we would ask that you share your stories of Kristi with us. Tell us how
you met Kristi and Your Favorite Times and Memories with Kristi. Mail or e-mail these to
Terry and Julie Hill at 2228 Powell Rd. Powell, OH 43065 or thill306@sbcglobal.net.

FORUM

"I do think you can tell something about people by the way they play basketball."
-Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama [see story, p. 6]

PEOPLE IN THE NEWSROOM
"We get a kick out of
deleting the Sudoku."
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Boredom isn't even an option on campus
"The only way to fix the problem is to take
action and to do something. That's my
advice to those who feel that their college
experiences aren't all they're reputed to be."
Have you ever heard college
sophomores complain about
how terrible their first years of
college were?
I have. Some chalk up the
bad experience to tough classes
and unforgiving professors,
and others note the dire feelings of insignificance one feels
when shoved into an intimidating and highly populated college environment.
And a few people I know
have complained of severe
boredom, one or two of them
citing it as a reason for dropping out of school.
Wait, what?
Sure, everyone will experience mind-crushingly nasty
boredom at one point or
another during college. But to
complain of terrible, recurring
boredom at college, let alone
classify il as a dropout factor, is
a rather lazy way of thinking if
you ask me.

And in a way. I criticize
myself with this comment. I
was excruciatingly bored for
the first 2.5 weeks of my freshman year, resulting in a Levi
who went to the Rec Center
twice a day, played excessive
amounts of Warcraft III and
who engaged in little social
interaction with others.
But then, that Levi found
out about all of the fun things
about college: the ones that do
not involve the dorm room.
Besides, free time * computer games ♦ too much exercise =
BlugGuahaGuhhh.
So in thinking back on the
topic, depression stemming
from boredom stemming from
inactivity isn't really a problem
of laziness. It's more of an issue
relating lo the overwhelming
nature of one's first few weeks
at college, coming from the
intimidating high school-to-

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Heres how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor*
■ E-mail us at thenews<£>bgnews£om
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

CHECK THIS OUT!
Do you love to write? Are you opinionated?

college transition period.
But, it is a problem nonetheless, and thankfully, the
solution to said problem lays
all around us, embodied in
the extracurricular activities
abound at the University.
I experienced the boredom
last semester. But I did something about it.
I got involved in fun and
challenging organizations
such as Dagorhir Battle Games,
The Chapman Learning
Community, BG Undead — I
even tried my hand at fencing
last week (needless to say, I had
my rear end handed to me on a
silver platter).
I'm glad to have overcome
the boredom sickness through
campus engagement. And
when I say that complaining about college boredom
is a lazy way of thought and
action, 1 do so only to reinforce the fact that there are
tons of activities here for students to participate in.
With a healthy focus on academics, a few extracurricular
activities thrown in, possibly
a student job and some exercise commitment all mixed
together, free time at college
should (ideally) be minimal,
but not too minimal to induce
"I'm going crazy!" stress.
I lowever, am I in a credible
position to comment on this
issue?
I mean, the soul-consuming
dullness one can experience
during his or her freshman

Then The BG News wants you!

FORUM, IN VIDEO FORM

We're looking for columnists to write for next year's Forum section.

We don't just write See our
columnists like never before, in
person! (sort of)

No journalism experience required — all you need is an open mind and a
desire to talk about important campus issues.

year can be quite serious. I
was fortunate enough to not
have this boredom escalate
into chaotic junk food feeding-frenzy territory.
I (thankfully) inoculated
myself against the mind lethargy before it manifested itself
into something worse.
But what about those who
have a serious problem with
the deteriorating lassitude of
cooped-up dorm room life?
My advice: get out and do
something. Staying in the dorm
room will only promote feelings of "Ugghhghhgh."
The only way to fix the problem is to take action and to do
something. That's my advice
to those who feel that their
college experiences aren't all
they're reputed to be.
Besides, there are so many
different activities, sports,
clubs, organizations, fraternities and sororities, student
government positions and free
events available to the student
body that it never ceases to
surprise me when so many
people's weekend plans involve
little more than the words
"Natty Light."
But I've had a good freshman year. The extracurricular
activity feast here definitely
kept me satisfied, and I'll be
coming back for more come
next semester.
So in case you're looking to
get more out of the four-year
college experience, try some
campus engagement. Or, if
you're already engaged, try
some new activities. That's
what I plan to do next semester.
But just how important is
campus engagement? Well, I
am 100 percent assured of the
following: If not for my extracurricular activities so far this
year, I'd be a student with a
4.0 grade point average and a
0.5 self-esteem point
average. Ouch.
Thank goodness for foam
swords and community
service.

youtube.com/thebgnews

— Respond lo Levi at
llKnews@bgnews.com.

Interested? E-mail riwiews@bgnews.com for more information.
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"The one-size-fits-

On Wednesday I read in The
New York Times that if I liked
corn-fed beef hamburgers. I
might well be a supporter of
John McCain's presidential bid.
I'd had a corn-fed beefburger
the night before, so I decided to
stay in Iraq for a hundred years
ifthat'swhatittook.
On Wednesday evening I
went home and ate pork roast.
"My friend, gimme meat," I
told the cook. She handed me a
bottle of olive oil and told me to
drizzle it on some asparagus.
I was puzzled. Olive oil is a
Baiack Obama food, according
to The New York Times. If I ate it
on my asparagus, I might start
pulling out some of the troops
that I was planning to keep in
Iraq for a hundred years.
I ate it anyway, along with the
poric roast. If I'd had some Fig
Newtons, I would haw eaten
them for dessert, even though
it would have totally confused
me. The Fig Newton, according to The New York Times, is a
Hillary Clinton food. I wouldn't
have known what to do with the
troops in Iraq. Take them duck
hunting, perhaps.
I am being micro-targeted. 1
do not like it. Sam-l-Am.
The article in The New York
Times said that in this election
year, both political parties are
using micro-targeting as never
before. The idea is that you are
what you consume. You are
what you drive. You are where
you shop, what you read and
how you spend your free time.
As a consumer, you can be
broken down into demographic sub-groups and your voting
behavior predicted. In the old
days, politicians wasted money
by sending mail and making
phone calls to entire census
tracts or ZIP codes, overlooking
the possibility that the 63124
ZIP code (Ladue), for example,
also might include pockets of
bicycle-riding Whole-Foodsshopping, olive-oil-drizzling,
New-Yorker-subscribing
liberals.
Or, when you're looking for
every single vote in a close
election, it's helpful to know
where in the 63130 ZIP code
(University City) you might
find pickup-driving, huntinglicense-holding A-1 -Sauce-

all approach to the
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world is dead."
drizzling, Guns-and-Ammo-subscribing red-meat conservatives.
Micro-targeting, a concept borrowed from market researchers,
correlates consumer activity with
political behavior. To the extent
that Americans pick a presidential
candidate the way they choose a
car (keep it four years, trade it in
or keep driving it), you can understand why it works.
Americans like to think of themselves as rugged individualists.
Marketers know better. They make
their living by segmenting markets and targeting only the ones
they want. Only 2 or 3 percent of
the radios in a market might be
tuned to a particular station, for
example, but that 2 or 3 percent
might include 30 percent of the
18-to-35-year-old males who buy
concert tickets, watch action movies and eat lots of fast food. That
radio station is going to sell a lot of
air rime.
Presidents now are marketed
— i.e. sold — like radio stations,
pizza or beer. You don't have to
sell Budweiscr to everyone, but
if you sell lots of different kinds
of beer to lots of different market
segments, you can control more
than 50 percent of the market.
And all would-be presidents are
looking for is 50 percent plus one
(of the electoral college).
The political consultants most
closely associated with microtargeting are Karl Rove, who
engineered both of President
George W. Bush's victories, and
Mark Penn, who was President Bill
Clinton's pollster and, until recently, Hillary Clinton's chief strategist.
After Bush's narrow loss in
the 2000 popular vote to Vice
President Al Gore, Rove realized
that every vote would count in
2004. He signed off on a project
to buy consumer databases from
churches, clubs, magazines and
lobby groups, correlated them
with Republican voter databases
and used them to find isolated
pockets of GOP support.
Together with Ken Mehlman,
then national chairman of
the GOP, Rove created the
Republican "Voter Vault." a treasure trove of arcane data that
helps candidates at every level
identify potential support.
Penn, meanwhile, takes credit
for creating the phase "soccer
mom" for President Clinton's 1996
reelection bid. In his 2007 book
"Microtrcnds," Penn writes, "The
pattern of individual choice has
never been greater, and the reasons and patterns for those choices never harder to understand and
analyze. The skill of micro-targeting — identifying small, intense
subgroups and communicating
with them about their individual
needs and wants — has never
been more critical in marketing or
in political campaigns. The onesize-fits-all approach to the workl
is dead"
Maybe so, but I don't like it,
Sam-I-Am, which is why I'm
considering joining both the
National Rifle Association and
Moveon.org. I want to be a moving micro-target.
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Supercomputer ninth fastest in country
By Kevin Mayhood
The Columbus Dispatch

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Sitting
at old wood desks topped with
computer keyboards and flat
screens, Christopher Hadad's
team of computational chemists
bang out program codes in their
lab at Ohio State University.
They are trying to design a customized enzyme that, if injected
into the body, would protect the
military, first responders and
others from fatal nerve agents.
At the University of Toledo,
physics professor Jacques Amar's
team of researchers simulates
how films that could be used in
semiconductors, computer chips
and solar panels can be grown in
layers as thin as a molecule.
And at the University of
Cincinnati, physics professor
Mark Jarrell leads a team trying
to understand and predict how
complex materials, made up of
three or more elements, behave.
They are all plugged into the
Ohio Supercomputer Center,
where the latest incarnation of
a computer can do in one day
what a top-model desktop computer would take several years
to accomplish.
"I need the firepower," said
Hadad, who is working on six
federally funded projects that
depend on the center housed

at Ohio State and others like it
across the country.
In the most recent ranking in November, the Ohio
Supercomputer Center was
named the 76th-fastest computer
worldwide and the ninth-fastest
among academic centers.
Since then, Ohio has
increased the center's speed
by about 5 percent, said Kevin
Wohlever, director of supercomputing operations.
This supercomputer center,
which turns 21 this year, is starting to hum.
The Ohio Supercomputer
Center has about 2,000 users that
include universities, state agencies, hospitals, private businesses, the military and the National
Institutes of Health.
Researchers have access to six
computer systems, and 100 to
300 users can run programs at
a time.
They are connected, along
with K-12 schools, public broadcasters and federal labs, by more
than 1,800 miles of high-speed
fiber-optic cable.
"I'm typically using several
hundred processors," Amar said.
"For the biggest projects, the calculations take months."
By subject, top users are
studying physics, chemistry,
materials research, molecular
bioscience and a variety of engi-

Lack of funds for
buses affect schools
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -Severe
cuts in state funding for school
buses in recent years have left
many districts with aging buses
that are costly to maintain.
The state's school transportation chief worries that cashstrapped districts will begin scaling back bus service for students.
In 2001, the state provided
about $40.7 million to school districts for buses. That dropped to
about $17.2 million by 2004. This
year, Gov. Ted Strickland ordered
cuts that have brought funding
down to $8.9 million.
"There's a fairly predictable
result: Districts can't buy buses,"
said Pete lapikse, director of student transportation for the Ohio
Department of Education. "We
have some buses on the streets
right now that are 15 years old.
Most of us don't drive 15-year-old
cars, let alone use a 15-year-old
vehicle to transport children."
The funding cuts affect more
than just traditional public
schools. The money also must
pay for special education and
private school buses. About
1 million Ohio students ride
school buses.
Adding to the squeeze, the
price of a new bus has risen above
$80,000 because of new federal Environmental Protection
Agency rules on diesel fuel emissions. More requirements are
taking effect in 2010, and some
superintendents and transportation directors are bracing for the
price to reach $100,000.
Administrators that would
rather spend money on replac-
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"There's a fairly
predictable result:
Districts can't
buy buses."
Pete Japibe | Director

ing old buses with new ones
instead must consider whether it
is cheaper to fix their older buses,
said Van Wert Superintendent
Ken Amstutz.
"It's very frustrating," he said.
"What it comes down to for us is
duct tape and baling wire is holding some of our buses together.''
The average school bus in
Ohio is 8.8 years old, with 109
buses around the state that
have been in operation for as
long as 21 years, state records
showed. Nearly two-thirds of the
Columbus schools' 543 buses are
more than 15 years old.
Manydistrictskeeptheiroldest
buses in reserve, in case a newer
bus is temporarily out of commission and in need of repair.
But all buses must pass an Ohio
State Highway Patrol inspection
in the summer.
Along with the drop in funding, the number of children
being bused to school in Ohio
has also declined since 2003,
and there are fewer buses are
on the road, making fewer trips,
lapikse said. That means more
parents are driving their children to school in their cars,
which increases traffic congestion and oil consumption.

neering disciplines.
Most are using computational science, which simulates all
kinds of phenomena, as different as the interaction between
two molecules and the influence of greenhouse gases on the
global climate.
"There are so many highquality people here doing really
nice work," said larrell, who
chose to work in Ohio because
of access to the center and the
support provided by its more
than 100 employees.
Ohio created the center in
1987 after the National Science
Foundation rejected Ohio State's
bid to become home to a federal supercomputing center.
Universities in Illinois, San Diego
and Pittsburgh won the grants.
Ohio rented computers at first,
and in 1989 plunked down $20
million (Ohio State asked for $40
million) to buy the CrayY-MP8D,
the largest and fastest supercomputer in the world.
The system was capable of
performing 2.6 billion calculations per second and had about
40 gigabytes of memory, or
about half of what a $250 iPod
can store.
Today, the center's largest computer, an IBM 1350 Cluster, cost
$4.5 million and is more than
10,000 times faster than the original Cray. The Cluster also has 210

Ohio to
reimburse
cities affected
by floods
BF.LLEVUE, Ohio (AP) —
Finally, there's some relief for
city leaders and homeowners
who have been dealing with
month-long flooding in a few
neighborhoods.
The state will reimburse the
city for some of the costs to fight
the flooding, and the water is
going down.
It has been five weeks since
water began coming up through
the ground and flooding basements and roads in this northem Ohio town about halfway
between Toledo and Cleveland.
A mix of heavy rains and melting snow in recent months left
the ground saturated and the
water had nowhere to go but up
through cracks in the limestone
buried beneath the town.
The water has buckled concrete basement floors, cracked
foundations and closed several
streets and roads, including a
busy state highway.
City leaders estimate the flood
has cost them about $500,000
so far. That includes damage to
streets and sewer lines and the
rental of pumps to keep the water
from further flooding homes.
Safety-Service Director Jeff
Crosby said that the state will
cover about $200,000, but it
won't pay for damaged roads or
homes. "The roads really took
a beating. That's going to come
out of our coffers," he said.
Now Renting
Summer &
08-09
School Year!

Sign a lease in April &
receive $50 OFF
one month's rent with this ad
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times more memory.
The 1350 is made up of nearly
4,000 processors that use chips
that arc three times faster than
those in an average desktop PC.
The processors are linked so
closely that they can act as a,
well, supercomputer.
To create a top-10 supercomputer, the center estimates it
would need $200 million or more,
said Executive Director Stanley
Ahuli. Power and cooling costs
alone would run as high as $5
million annually.
Ohio invests millions of dollars
every two years to buy newer,
faster equipment, Ahalt said. The
most current funding includes
$6.8 million for supercomputing
and $8.5 million for maintaining the network. Researchers say
they are happy with the IBM cluster and its capabilities, including
performing 21.9 trillion calculations per second.
"It's a machine with a Midwest
attitude," Wohlever said.
The BlueGene/L. developed
by IBM and Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, istheworld's
fastest supercomputer. It has held
the crown since November 2004.
last year, the computer system, operated by the University
of California, was beefed up to
perform 578.2 trillion calculations per second (in computerese, it's called 578.2 teraflops).
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Obama supporters show
increasing dislike of Clinton
By Alan Fram
The Associated Press

JAECHONG
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AT HOME ON THE COURT: Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama. Dill. center tight drives to the basket against the
University of North Carolina's Tyler Hansbroucjh during a basketball game in Chapel Hill. N C

Obama uses basketball to
relax as a voting day ritual
By Ron Fournier
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH—He'sconfldenl
and competitive. Superstitious
and silly. Admits his mistakes.
Shares credit. Always in control. I hat's Barack Obama on
the basketball court, the hardwood hideaway thai helped
him adjust to a while world
as a racially mixed teenager
— and now stands as a sweaty
platform for his Democratic
presidential campaign.
Hillary may have Bill. But
Barack's go) game.
For months, the Illinois senator kept his "first love" undei
wraps, bin suddenly basketball is center conn as a political strategy. It's no accident:
Obama needs something —
anything—to deflect attention
from the re-emergence of Rev.
Jeremiah Wright, his bombastic
former paslor whose racially
charged opinions threaten to
widen the disconnect between
the Illinois senator and while

working-class voters.
More than that, Obama
hopes his passion for basketball helps soften his image as
cool and aloof.
"I do think you can tell something about people by the way
thev plav basketball," he told
IIBO's"Real Sporls with Bryant
dumber this month.
Hours
before
losing
Pennsylvania's primary to Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton lasl
week, Obama played a pickup game al a well-appointed
YMCA in Pittsburgh with
several aides, friends and
two reporters, including one
from The Associated Press.
No cameras were allowed in
thai game — part of a private voting day ritual — but
Obama hasn't been so shy
since the campaign moved to
Indiana and North Carolina,
basketball-crazed states that
hold Democratic primaries
next week.
Last Friday, he scored four
baskets — including a nifty

IF ONLY GETTING OUT OF
SCHOOL WERE AS EASY AS
GETTING INTO A NEW NISSAN.

left-handed three-pointer —
in a Kokomo. Ind., game tied
to his voter registration drive.
With cameras trained on
his every 46-year-old move.
Obama scrimmaged yesterday with the North Carolina
Tar Heels.
"These guys," Obama said,
"are lot better than me." He
was absolutely right.
Still, the politics are smart.
"We're a very sports-loving country and it would be
unusual If our president in one
way or another was not sports
connected,"
said Stephen
Hess, a presidenlial scholar
who served in the P.isenhower
and Nixon administrations.
Dwight
D.
liisenhower
played golf, a sport as genteel
and patrician as the president
who played it. lohn Kennedy
played touch football with the
youthful "vigah" that defined
his 1960 campaign. Richard
Nixon bowled, badly, as he
brought blue-collar voters into

the GOP fold.
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WASHINGTON
—
Loyal
Democrat Richard Somer says
if Hillary Rodham Clinton gets
his party's presidential nomination, he just may sit it out
this Election Day.
A Barack Obama supporter,
Somer says he has been repu Ised
by her use of "slimy insinuations"
in the campaign, lie especially
disliked herattackingthe Illinois
senator for his relationship with
William Ayers, a former Weather
Underground radical with provocative views.
• "She's better than that," said
Somer, 72. a retired professor from Clinton, N.Y. He said
he expects the Democrats to
carry New York anyway, so he
might not vote "as a protest to
Mrs. Clinton."
Somerisnottheonly Democrat
whose views of his party's rival
candidate have soured.
Party members increasingly
dislike the contender they are
not supporting in the bruising
nomination fight, an Associated
Press-Yahoo News survey and
exit polls of voters show. That
is raising questions about how
faithful some will be by the
November general election.
In the AP-Yahoo poll — which
has tracked the same 2,000 peo-

ple since November — Obama
supporters with negative views
of the New York senator have
grown from 35 percent in
November to 44 percent this
month, including one-quarter
with very unfavorable feelings.
Those Obama backers who
don't like Clinton say they
would vote for Republican candidate lohn McCain over her
by a two-to-one margin, with
many undecided.
As for Clinton supporters,
those with unfavorable views
of Obama have grown from 26
percent to 42 percent during this
same period — including a doubling to 20 percent of those with
very negative opinions.
The Clinton backers with
unfavorable views of Obama
say they would vote for McCain
over him by nearly tliree-to-one,
though many haven't made up
their minds.
"I'd be hard pressed" to vote
for Obama, said April Glenn,
66, a Clinton supporter from
Philadelphia, who said his handling of the controversy over
the anti-American preachings
of his former pastor, the Rev.
leremiah Wright, made her
doubt his leadership skills, "I
don't think he's capable."
Clinton backers who have
taken a dislike to Obama have a
sharply lower regard for his hon-

McCain wants
their insurance

esty and ethics than they did last
fall, the poll shows. Obama supporters whose view of Clinton
has dimmed see her as far less
compassionate and refreshing
than theydid then.
The feelings seem especially
widespread among the candidates' strongestsupporters:
—About half of Obama's white
backers with college degrees
have negative views of Clinton.
Fewer black Obama supporters
dislike Clinton but their numbers have grown faster, more
than doubling during the period
to 33 percent.
—Among Clinton's supporters, Obama is disliked by nearly half the whites who have
not gone beyond high school, a
near doubling since November.
Four in 10 white women backing her have unfavorable views
of Obama.
Intensified passions during
contentious intraparty fights are
nothing new, and voters often
return to the fold by the time
the general election rolls around
and people focus on partisan
and issue differences.
I hesearesuapshotsoftoday."
said Rep. Rahm F.manuel, D-Ill.,
a member of his party's congressional leadership who has not
committed to Clinton or Obama.
By autumn, he said, "the party
will come together."

e to choose
; not employers

By Libby Qu.iid
The Associated Press
TAMPA, Fla. — Republican
lohn McCain wants to change
how people gel their health
insurance, shifting away from
job-based coverage to an
open market where people
can choose from competing
policies.
McCain said yesterday he
would offer families a $5,000
tax credit to help buy insurance policies. Everyone, would
get the credit, whether he or
she keeps a policy through
an employer or shops for a
new one.
"You simply choose the
insurance provider that suits
you best." McCain said in a
speech yesterday at the II.
Lee Moffitt Cancer Center &
Research Institute in Tampa.
"The health plan you chose
would be as good as any that
an employer could choose for
you. It would be yours and
your family's health care plan,
and yours to keep," he said.
Advisers called the speech a
major policy address though
McCain has talked about
the same ideas for several
months.
Still missing: The total cost
of the plan and an estimate
of how many people it would
help. There are more than 40
million people in the United
States who don't have health
insurance. An adviser said that
specifics will come later.
"So, a little more detail, but
remember, it is April, and the
election's in November, so not
everything will happen tomorrow or this week," McCain

SIEVE NESIUS

WPMCIO

PERSONAL INSURANCE: Republican presidential candidate Sen John McCain. R-Ariz.
talks to doctors, nurses, scientists and health care workers at the Moffitt Cancec Center in
Tampa. Fla

adviser Doug Holtz-Eakin told
reporters Monday.
Also yesterday, his campaign
began airing a health care
commercial in Iowa, where
McCain plans to hold a town
hall-style meeting tomorrow
in Des Moines. In it, McCain
makes the case for his marketoriented plan.
Under McCain's plan, anyone could get the credit, and
those who like their company
health care plans could choose
to stay in them. The credit
would be available as a rebate
to people at lower income levels who have no tax liability,
Holtz-Eakin said.
To pay for the tax credit,
McCain would eliminate the
tax exemption for people
whose employers pay a portion of their coverage, raising
an estimated $3.6 trillion in
revenues, Holtz-Eakin said.

Companies that provide coverage to workers still would get
tax breaks. McCain would also
cut costs by limiting health
care lawsuits.
The goal is to move the
health care industry away from
job-based coverage toward
competition among health
insurance companies on the
open market.
Critics of McCain's approach
say it could leave sicker or
older people without coverage
as younger, healthier workers
leave employer-based plans
for cheaper ones; McCain's
campaign says there would be
a safety net to protect highrisk people.
Democratic rival Hillary
Rodham Clinton said under
McCain's plan, millions of
Americans would lose their
health care coverage through
their jobs.
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continue the business.
She's seen how successful
her father and uncle have been
and wants to have a life like
they have.
"It's not the happiest occupation to be around," Brittany said,
but it is what she wants to do
and is glad her father followed his
father's footsteps.
"I don't wish he would have
done anything else."

From Page 1

his socks twice while he talked
about himself; and he is calm and
peaceful, just like the house.
Traditions:
The business opened in 1974,
but neither Tim's father nor his
brother Stephen were new to the
mortuary field. Both graduated
from mortuary school and were
working for other businesses
before they decided to start their
own in Bowling Green.
By having family members
involved in the trade, Tim was
aware of what it takes to work at
a funeral home. He said he had
a "general interest growing up
in it," which kept the thought of
going to mortuary school always
in the back of his head, he said.
He graduated from Bowling
Green High School and Bowling
Green State University with a
teaching degree and a coaching minor. He wanted to coach
high school or college baseball
or basketball.
Instead of pursuing that track,
Tim went to the Cincinnati
College of Mortuary Sciences, just
like his father and brother. Then,
after three exams and a year-long
apprenticeship at Dunn Funeral
Home, Tim decided it was too late
to change his mind.
"I put so much effort into it, I
stayed." he said.
The effort heputintothe business has continued, because
his daughter Brittany, a sophomore at Oakland University,
north of Detroit, wants to

Life outside the funeral home:
Tim did not give up his love for
baseball when he opted for mortuary school. He's the president of
Bowling Green Pee Wee League,
and this is his 31st year of participating in the organization.
"He's Mr. Pee Wee Baseball in
Bowling Green," said Bowling
Green's mayor, )ohn Quinn.
SincebaseballgamesinBowling
Green are played at Carter Park, a
city park, any improvements the
baseball association wants must
be approved by the city council.
Quinn said.
"No one has shown greater
dedication or worked harder to
make improvements [than Tim
Dunn|," Quinn said.
lim Stram, the vice president of
public funds at Fifth Third Bank
in Bowling Green and the junior
commissioner for the baseball
league, has worked with Tim for
15 years at little league.
Tim's work and vision for the
pee wee baseball has led to an
unrivaled baseball facility in
northwest Ohio, Stram said.
"I le has such a passion for it,"
Stram said. "He just pours his
whole beiijg into it."
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'MR. PEE WEE BASEBALL': Tim Dunn, an owner of Dunn Funeral Home, is the president
of Bowling Green Pee Wee League outside of his business.

Life inside the funeral home:
A fu nera I home d i rector needs
to be someone who can communicate with people who are
likely at the most difficult time
in their lives.
Tim's sister Suzanne Dunn, the
administrator of Dunn's Kiddie
Kare, which is owned by their
mother, said her brother is right
for the job.
"He has shownagenuine desire
to be there," Suzanne Dunn said.
She said funeral directors need
to be able to connect with the
people they are serving, have
compassion and be sincere.
Stram said Tim uses those
skills at little league meetings,
especially when parents get emotional about their children.
Those skills are used every day
on the job because each family
has different requests, making
every situation different. When

the Dunns' father died in 2001, it
made connecting with their customers easier, Stephen said.
Tim wants to provide support
and comfort to families when
Dunn Funeral Home is selected.
"1 take a lot of pride in trying
to assist them along the grieving
process," he said.
This means a lot to him.
"When a family loses a loved
one, and they call Dunn Funeral
Home, number one, it's a nice
compliment they've entrusted us
with their loved one," he said.
So he and his brother try
their best to satisfy the family's
requests. They want to "meet the
needs and wants to celebrate the
life of a loved one," Tim said.
As technology has changed,
more personalization has been
added to funeral services, visitation periods and headstones.
Tim and Stephen make memorial video slideshows that are

played during the visitation periods. They fill tables with personal
mementos.
These bring laughter and good
memories to the families and
friends, Tim said.
Even with this new technology,
families are requesting a horsedrawn hearse, rather than an
automobile.
The Dunns have been using
the horse-drawn hearse for two
years. Two families they know
provide the horses.
The hearse is original. It was
found at an auction 3 1/2 years
ago and the Dunns placed the
highest bid. An Amish family
refurbished it, and now it is often
requested.
"People gravitate to it," Tim
said. "It adds a very traditional
touch in celebrating someone's
life."
lust then, he receives a phone
call he needs to take. The caller requested the horse-drawn
hearse.
Keeping dignity:
When Tim knows the
deceased, he said the service
becomes that much harder to
conduct. He tries his best to stay
emotionally detached and stay
in the role of a businessman,
but it is tough for him when the
deceased is a child, young adult,
accident victim, close friend or
family member.
He said he must provide
excellence to care for the family and keep "the dignity of the
deceased."
Quinn said he did just that
when the Dunns handled the
funeral for his daughter.

"I was very pleased with the
way the Dunns handled iht
entire situation," Quinn said.
The second most important
thing:
Tim and his seven siblings
learned to understand what life
was like with a parent in the
funeral home business.
His mother, Marian Dunn,
said he learned lo cope with
his father not being home, not
being there for meals and not
always available to help with
homework.
Stephen said he and his brother do have lives aside from their
work at the funeral home.
"Other than family, this is the
most important thing in our
lives," Stephen said.
Brittany is thankful her fathei
had this job. He is able to make
his own schedule and balance
family and work, even with a job
where he was always on call.
And with this field, there will
always be business.
"1 don't have to worry about
losing my job," Brittany said.
Even with that security
Suzanne would rather not make
any referrals to him.
"I'd rather he refer people to
us than me refer people to him."
she said.
Like her father, Brittany has
lived in the funeral home and
has friends somewhat "grossed
out" by the job duties.
But the opportunity for a successful career is there.
"When you work and live
here, you just feel comfortable
here," Tim said.

200 people injured after three tornadoes hit Suffolk, Va.
By Sonja Baritic

areas until officials could assess
the damage. It wasn't clear when
they could return.
Brenda Williams, 43, returned
yesterday to t he shopping center
where she was buried beneath a
collapsed ceiling in a manicure
shop during the storm. She was
pulled to safety by a stranger,
she said.
"I'm not lucky, I'm blessed,"
said Williams, who had a 2-inch
gash stitched above her left eyebrow and stitches on her right
forearm. "I'm fine I'm here. I'm
in the land of the living."
She retrieved possessions
from her car, which was flipped
on its roof and destroyed in the
parking lot.
Several roads were closed yesterday morning, and traffic was
backed up leading into downtown Suffolk, a city of approximately 80,000 outside Norfolk.
Of the 200 injured, only six
were listed in critical condition
and six were listed as serious.

The Associated Press

SUFFOLK, Va. — Weary residents and business owners, some
awakening in emergency shelters, braced themselves to see
what was left of their homes and
livelihoods yesterday after three
tornadoes smashed houses, piled
cars on each other and injured
more than 200 people.
One twister in this city outside
Norfolk cut a zigzagging path 25
miles long through residential
areas, obliterating some homes
in sprays of splintered lumber
while leaving others just a few
feet away untouched.
Search teams with dogs found
no sign of deaths or any additional injured victims. Suffolk City
Fire Chief Mark Outlaw said.
"The only thing I can say is we
were watched over and blessed,"
Outlaw said.
Most home and business owners were blocked from damaged

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
Near Campus
Low Rates

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your 'Things"!

Open 24 Hours
Clean
Many Sizes
Call Today to
Reserve Unit

352-1520

1SS&
1740 East Wooster Slteet
Bowling Green, OH 43402
wwwDucKeyeinnarKjslinlios.com

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm St. - Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has

805. Scon Hampton- 4 bedrooms.
2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central air.
$990.00 per month plus utilities.

washer and dryer Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

Deposit $990.00. Umit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

Available August 21, 2008
710 Elm Streel- Three bedrooms
$740.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 -8/8/09.

with children
[ wtfcome to apply (or «ny
rental unit.
HIMM

722 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08-8/8/09.
831 Scott Hamilton Unit #A- Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTFHours: Monday to Friday 8 30 lo 5 30. Saturday 8 30 lo 4 30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Officials listed 125 Suffolk
homes and 15 buildings as
uninhabitable.
Gov. Timothy M. Kaine
declared a state of emergency,
which frees up resources for
those areas hit hardest. Kaine
planned to visit some of the most
damaged areas yesterday.
"It'skindofamazingtherewere
not more significant injuries,"
Kaine said in an interview with
WTOP Ra<<io in Washington. He
said he would ask President Bush
for a disaster declaration.
Jennifer Haines and her two
young girls hid in a cubbyhole in
her house in Suffolk as the tornado hit about three blocks away.
"It sounded like someone shuffling a giant deck of cards or a

herd of wild animals coming
through. You could feel the house
shaking and hear the wind coming in through the cracks in the
windows," Haines said.
"It was so scary 1 felt like 1 was
having a heart attack."
Keith Godwin and his wife
and two kids took shelter in
their bathroom after he looked
out a window and saw one of
the funnel clouds.
The Godwins' home is fine
except for some debris, as are
the rest of those on their side
of the street. But houses across
the street were badly damaged, including two completely
wiped off their foundations and
one that was tossed on top of
another home.

DENNIS TENNANT
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SS H IT: A house m Driver. Va. is shown after a tornado blew the side off of it on Monday. The
National Weather Service said three tornadoes touched down m Virginia.

Bowling Green State University

Office of the President
220 McFtll Center

Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0010

Dear Graduating Students,
Graduation signifies a momentous occasion that offers opportunities for nostalgia and
reflection, as well as hope for the future. As you leave BGSU to pursue careers or advanced
degrees in your chosen fields, you will take the knowledge and experiences you have gained
and use them to prepare for new beginnings.

*

Always remember that change is a matter of perspective. Accepting and embracing change
comes from a willingness and drive to learn about the world, to understand and accept yourself,
and to continually develop as a person. The change that marks the end of your years at BGSU
does not mark the end of your education. It is in this spirit that I would like to leave you with
some parting wishes.
I hope, first, that the messages of our five University's Core Values - from "Respect for One
Another" to "Pride in a Job Well Done" - will remain with you through the years. These
valuable precepts will continue to guide you as you enter the post-college world and look at
a variety of situations through your newly educated eyes.
I also encourage you to seek new, challenging, and innovative opportunities and to remain
active physically and mentally. I hope that you will always find time for a good book or
movie, to allow yourself to discover new ideas and talents, to develop your skills and your
relationships, to spend quiet moments with family and friends. These are important gifts to
give yourself and others, uncovering the vitally important parts of life.
Most of all, however, I hope you will find success and happiness, and that you will follow the
dreams nurtured here at BGSU. It has been my pleasure and the pleasure of our University
community - our Board of Trustees, administrators, faculty, and staff - to help guide you to
this great season of possibilities. We look forward to hearing about the many successes that
await you in the years ahead.

Warmest regards,

Sidney A. Ribeau

H"™1
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Tri-C®- Where futures begin
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What are

YOU
doing this
summer?
Get ahead in your credits
and take a class or
two at Tri-C!
You'll save money, get a
high quality education,
and be able to transfer
credits back to your fouryear school!
Tri-c offers hundreds of
credit courses taught by
award-winning faculty.
Take classes in
ACCOUNTING
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
ECONOMICS
HISTORY
IT
MATH
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY,
and more!
HERE'S YOUR NEXT STEP:
REGISTER NOW
SUMMER CLASSES BEGIN
MAY 27 I JUNE 9 I JUNE 30

x

CALL 800-954-8742 I VISIT www.tri-c.edu

Places you may like to learn
a little more about today

Iraq is about 6,700 miles from
Bowling Green. Thai's a lot of
miles.
It is hard for me to imagine
what it is like in Iraq, even though
1 hear about it everyday.
By no stretch of the imagination could we have painted a

picture of everyone in need,
every country at war, or every
government in turmoil — but
hopefully this section is a small
step in the right direction.
this month's In Focus is putting the focus on comers of the
Earth which are struggling. Just

in case you haven't caught it on
the news or aren't quite sure who
Mwai Kibaki is, these portraits
may help provide context for
understanding places far from
the United States.
Each story in the section covers one place—Tibet Kenya,

Zimbabwe, Somalia, Iraq and
Darfur—some have garnered
more media attention than
others.
In some cases the death tolls
are high, and the interviews
heart-wrenching but I think
the information is important

Even when I think my exams
are the single most pressing
engagement these stories serve
as a reminder that my friends.
campus, and country are small
potatoes in the world scope.
Maybe, learning more about
someplace or someone in the

world is the first step we can take
to helping them.

IRAQ
War with the United States has
changed the country dramatically
over the last 5 years.
See page 11.
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KOSOVO
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Declared its independence from
Serbia in February but according
to the BBC more than half of the
country is living in poverty.
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Torn by violent protest of the
Chinese rule. See page 10.

o
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CAMBODIA

HONDURAS

SOMALIA

One of the least developed and
least secure countries in Central
America, according to the BBC.

Almost 20 years of civil war
have reeked havoc on this
African country. See page 11.

KENYA
Recovering from a period of
violence in response to the 2007
election which killed more than
1,000 people. See page 10.

WANT TO HELP?
HERE'S HOW TO CONTACT
YOUR REPRESENTATIVES:
Bob Latta - House of Representatives
1205 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-6405

MOZAMBIQUE
Rising crime rates and reported
police brutality, human rights are
deteriorating.

Sherrod Brown - Senate
455 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington. DC 20510
(202) 224-2J15
George Voinovich - Senate
524 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510
(202) 224-5353
Find your local representatives at:
www.congress.org
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One of the poorest countries in
the world, according to the BBC.
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What are

YOU
doing this
summer?
Get ahead in your credits
and take a class or
two at Tri-C!
You'll save money, get a
high quality education,
and be able to transfer
credits back to your fouryear school!
Tri-c offers hundreds of
credit courses taught by
award-winning faculty.
Take classes in
ACCOUNTING
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
ECONOMICS
HISTORY
IT
MATH
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY,
and more!
HERE'S YOUR NEXT STEP:
REGISTER NOW
SUMMER CLASSES BEGIN
MAY 27 I JUNE 9 I JUNE 30
CALL 800-954-8742 I VISIT

.edu

Places you may like to learn
a litt e more about today

Iraq is about 6,700 miles from
Bowling Green. Thai's a lot of
miles.
It is hard for me to imagine
what it is like in Iraq, even though
I hear about it everyday.
By no stretch of the imagination could we have painted a

picture of everyone in need,
every country at war, or every
government in turmoil — but
hopefully this section is a small
step in the right direction.
This month's In Focus is putting the focus on corners of the
Earth which are struggling. Jusl

in case you haven't caught it on
the news or aren't quite sure who
Mwai Kibaki is. these portraits
may help provide context for
understanding places far from
the United States.
Bach story in the section covers one place—Tibet, Kenya,

Zimbabwe, Somalia, Iraq and
Darfur—some have garnered
more media attention than
others.
In some cases the death tolls
are high, and the interviews
heart-wrenching but I think
the information is important.

Even when I think my exams
are the single most pressing
engagement, these stories serve
as a reminder that my friends,
campus, and country are small
potatoes in the world scope.
Maybe, learning more about
someplace or someone in the

world is the first step we can take
to helping them.

IRAQ
War with the United States has
changed the country dramatically
over the last 5 years
See page 1
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Declared its independence from
Serbia in February but according
to the BBC more than half of the
country is living in poverty
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Torn by violent protest of the
Chinese rule. See page 10.
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HAITI
Poorest nation in the Americas
according to the BBC.

HOHDURAS
One of the least devebped and
least secure countries in Central
America, according to the BBC.

DARFUR

SOMALIA

Genocide in this region of
Sudan has killed up to 400.000
people. See page 10.

Almost 20 years of civil war
have reeked havoc on this
African country. See page 11.

a

CAMBODIA
One of the poorest countries in
the world, according to the BBC.

KENYA
Recovering from a period of
violence in response to the 2007
election which killed more than
1.000 people See page 10.

WANT TO HELP?
HERE S HOW TO CONTACT
YOUR REPRESENTATIVES:
Bob Latta - House of Representatives
1205 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-6405

ZIMBABWE
Politit.ii wnr has been tearing
at the country since March.
See page 11.

MOZAMBIQUE
Rising crime rates and reported
police brutality, human rights are
deteriorating.

Sherrod Brown - Senate
455 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington. DC 20510
(202) 224-2315
George Voinovich - Senate
524 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington. DC. 20510
(202) 224-3355
Find your local representatives at:
www.congress.org
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Genocide in Darfur I Protesters in China call for a self-ruled Tibet
garners support from
University students
Ways to be involved off
campus

By Alison Kemp
Reporter

A Sudanesi' delegation is in
London this week because
llritish Prime Minister Gordon
Brown offered to host Uarfur
peace talks, said a Reuters
news report.
The group of students who
make up Students Taking Action
Now: Darfur. want lo leach
everyone at the University that
the world is higger than campus.
Ilicy created this campus's
chapter of STAND to learn more
about Darfur, a western region
in Sudan, a country in eastern
Africa, just south of Egypt, and to
create more publicity about the
genocide occurring there,
"We were rather outraged with
the lack of media attention," said
Nick Subtirelu, senior and outgoing president and founder.
Nowthemembersare expanding the group's focus to more
l han Darfur and are branching
out to all acts of genocide.
Subtirelu said the conflict in
I );iifurarosefromacorrupt, uninvolved government and bands of
tebeta wanting land and oil.
Conflict began when the
Sudanl.iberatipnMovementand
lustice and Tiquality Movement
accused the Sudanese government of oppressing non-Arabs
in early 2003.
T.tlmic African rebels participating in the JEM or the SLM
began defending themselves
In mi Sudan's mainly-Arab central
government, which they claim
discriminates and neglects them.
Since then, around 2.5 million have been displaced and aid
organizations estimate between
200,000 and 400,000 have been
killed while the government
believes the total number killed
doesn't exceed 10,000.
STAND recently hosted a conference to increase awareness
about Darfur and other conflicts
in Africa.
STAND members said people
need to care about things other
than what affects them personally.
Subtirelu compared the conflict in Darfur to the end of meal
plan rollover. He said students
on campus care about rollover
because it affects them personally. But when that is compared
to millions of people not having
meals, the importance of rollover shrinks.
I le said students say, "This
affects me. It's an injustice. What
type of action can I take?" But

How you can make your own
impact on the world outside
Bowling Green
■ Call state representatives
to say you are concerned
about Darfur
■ Visit Web sites like http://
www.freerice.com to make
free donations
■ Use http://www.goodsearch.
com instead of other search
engines to earn money for a
charity during each search
■ Buy sweatshop-free clothing
■ Instead of giving a present
to someone, donate money
in his or her name to an
organization like Doctors
Without Borders
■ Lend money to entrepreneurs in developing countries through Kiva to help
get them out of poverty
■ Invest in companies that
keep labor fair and are environmentally aware
■ Donate money for mosquito nets through http://www.
nothingbutnets.net or http://
www.projectmosquitonet.
org/

Subtirelu and the other members
wish students would say that
about Darfur and other conflicts
because Darfur "is an issue of
life and death," said Tom I lurst.
senior and membership chair.
Natalie Coulianos, junior and
next year's president, said she
thinks people are wary of helping a cause like this because they
don't think a small donation will
help or wonder what difference
one person can make.
She said anything makes
a difference because there are
so many organizations raising
money and trying to help.
loanne Stein, senior, said
many students say they care
about this cause, but wonders
why they don't participate. Sarah
Stephenson, senior and vice
president, said she thinks some
students may care more about
participating in social activities, but there's a social aspect to
STAND, too, she said.
Subtirelu also thinks that
there is an information overload and too many activities
and causes to chose from, which
leaves some organizations with
fewer participants and limited
resources.

By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

About a month ago protests
broke out 13,000 feet above sea
level in the mountainous region
of Tibet, located on the western
side of China.
The protesters were callingfor
more democratic freedom and
self-rule in Tibet and attempting to draw attention to China's
human rights record. Since
then, protests have sprung up
throughout the United States
and Europe, mainly along the
path of the Olympic torch relay.
Shortly after the protesting
began, tensions between the
Chinese government and the
protesters rose and violence
sprang up in the area. The
death toll is now between 19
and 140, according to an article
in the New York limes. Onehundred forty is the number
given by Tibetan exile groups
and 19 is the number given by
the Chinese government.
"It seems that the violence
has been put down with
equal violence," said Tiffany
Trimmer, an assistant professor in the history department.
Problems between the
Chinese government and Tibet
have been going on for almost
50 years, but they are especially prominent now because
the 2008 summer Olympics are
scheduled to be in Beijing, said
Walter Grunden, an associate
professor, graduate adviser and
co-director of (he Asian Studies
program at the University.
"There are people in the West
who have been advocates for
a free Tibet and this is just an
opportunity where the spotlight
is on China," Grunden said,
"It's an opportunity for them
to get media coverage that at

BINODJOSHI
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IN THE STREETS OF NEPAL: Tibetan protesters shout slogans against the Chinese
government outside the Chinese Embassy's visa office in Katmandu. Nepal yesterday.
Tibetans, mostly monks and nuns, held another of their near-daily demonstrations
yesterday in Nepal's capital, to protest against China's crackdown on protests

any other time they probably
wouldn't get."
Many of the problems
between Tibet and China arise
from the fact that they used
to have very fluid borders. In
earlier years there was a lot of
expansion and moving back
and forth, Grunden said.
During that time of border
fluidity, because China was
focusing on other problems
such as violence, disease and
starvation, Tibet was given a
lot of freedom. They were
basically allowed to govern
themselves even though they
were technically under the
rule of the Chinese government, Grunden said.
All of that changed in 1951
when the communists took
power of China and moved in
and occupied Tibet, Trimmer
said.
Sincetheoccupation.boththe
Chinese and the Tibetans have
used the time of uncertainty of
borders and leadership to claim
governmental power in Tibet,

Trimmer said. The Tibetans
say China was not involved in
their government so when they
moved in it was illegal occupation. The Chinese government
says that even though they
weren't really involved, Tibet
was legally a part of China and
therefore still is.
"Both sides use this less-thandirect imperial control argument," Trimmer said. "This
slightly ambiguous situation in
history is essentially spun both
ways by either side in order to
make their case."
Tibet is a theocracy, or a government under a religious leader. The people of Tibet practice
Tibetan Buddhism under the
leadership of the Dalai lama,
which has always caused problems between them and the
Chinese government, Grunden
said.
"From the Chinese perspective, religion is something that
keeps people locked into superstition," Grunden said. "Most
people in China would just as

soon put religion aside and go
forward in their history, in their
civilization, based on rationality, science, technology and their
political ideology."
Freshman lanet Sung is
the president of Development
Through Education, a new
organization on campus that
raises money for Chinese girls.
She lived in China for 16 years
before coming to the U.S. to
study at the University. She said
life is very different in China,
and religion is seen as negative.
"They believe that communism is the higher power or
authority rather than any gods,"
she said. "They try to block all
the religion."
When China moved into
Tibet in 1951, the Dalai Lama
moved out. He fled to India to
escape religious persecution.
"He was probably worried
they were going to kill him,"
said Neil Englehart, an associate professor in the political science department.
The Dalai I ami has said
he wants to make Tibet and
autonomous region (a region
that would self-govern under
the directorship of the Chinese
government), Englehart said.
The problem is a lot of his supporters in Tibet are saying they
want independence.
After the Dalai lama fled to
India, the Chinese government
established their own "surrogate Dalai Lama." Grunden said.
They began to monitor activities
in Tibet much more closely, but
still allowed Tibetans freedom
of religion.
"There is a lot of state control
and monitoring of what
happens in the religious
See TIBET | Page 15

Kenya recovering from election violence
By Gina Potthoff
Assistant Campus Editor

Though the violence has died
down in Kenya, people of the
African nation are still unsure
of what is to come.
"Kenya was the most stable
country in Africa until the 2007
elections,'' said Obed Ombongi,
senior and director of the BGSU
Kenya 5K organization.
following the 2007 presidential elections, in which
both President Mwai Kibaki
and political rival Kaila
Odinga claimed the victory,
Kibaki was sworn in for his
second term of office.
This led to national unrest
and violence against the gov-

ernment widely accused of
being corrupt.
According to BBC News,
more than 1,000 people were
killed and some 300,000 others
became refugees in their own
country as a result of the contested elections.
Sophomore Eddie Kipchoge
came to the United States from
Kenya to run cross country for
the University.
"I've had a dream to come
to the U.S. since 1 was in sixth
grade," he said.
Though Kipchoge hasn't
been home since December of
200<>, his family was and still is
in Kenya.
"My hometown is Eldoret,
where a lot of the violence hap-

pened," Kipchoge said.
There were rumors the
president rigged theelections,
Kipchoge said, and this made
the Kenyan tribes angry with
the president's tribe, causing
violence.
He said his family leaves
the city for the country every
Christmas, so they stayed in the
country while the fighting was
going on.
"They were freaked out
because the violence was
coming close to the country,"
Kipchoge said, "but my family's
OK."
Property was destroyed
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DISPLACED: A group of women carry firewood back to their tents to use for cooking
at an Internally Displaced Persons camp in
the Kenyan town of Naivasha Saturday.

See KENYA | Page 15

DELUXE

BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451 F razee Ave

Close to Campus
$870/mo + utilities
for 3 people
419-352-0717

2 Bath Apartments
Microwaves
Dishwasher
Plenty of Parking
Air Conditioning
FREE Internet

www.greenbriarrentals.com
4 4 5
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43402

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

/ Student Housing

meccabg.com

University Bookstore
Bowcn-Thompson Student Union
Multi Purpose Room
April 23 - May 3
April
April
April
April
May
May

23 & 24:
25:
26 & 27:
28 - May 1
2:
3:

9:00 am - 7:30 pm
9:00 am - 5:30 pm
Noon - 5:30 pm
9:00 am - 7:30 pm
9:O0 am - 7:00 pm
9:00 am - 1 :QO pm

Picture ID Required I
Register to win SIOO University Bookstore Gift Cards
Awarded each day of the buyback
Register to win 1 of 3 S600 Grand Prize University Gift Cards
Earn MyBGpoints with every buyback transaction April 23 - May 3.
>
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raq outlook is unsure, violence continues
By Candle* Jonas
Senior Editor

TSVAN6IRAYIMUKWAZHI

AP PHOTO

VICTIMS SPEAK OUT: Women and children from Nyamapanda about 300 kilometers
north of Harare, attend a press conference in Harare yesterday. The women who are
opposition party supporters spoke of how they had their homes burnt.

Zimbabwe's political
future UD in the air
By Kristcn Vasas
Reporter
In the coming months, U.S. citizens will be called to make a decision between a Republican and
Democratic president.
Although the choice may not be
easy for many, voters are assured
their votes will be counted correctly and the nominee with the
highest number of electoral votes
will be elected into office.
Though the speedy and accurate results of U.S. elections an
considered a fundamental right
by many citizens, other countries
have oniy intimidation and torture
to look forward to when it comes
ro electing government officials
Unlike the U.S.. the South
African country of Zimbabwe has
been in the throes of a political war
since the end of March.
Current
President
Robert
Mugabe, who has held office since
1987. was contested in a national election against opposition
Morgan Tsvangirai in the March 29
presidential election. At press time,
those results still have not been
released.
However, although it is widely
believed that Tsvangirai won a
majority of die votes, /imhalnvc's
longtime leader intends to hokl
onto power despiie wishes lor him
to step down, said Kefa Otiso. a
geography professor teaching at
the University.
In an effort to keep control of
the country. Mugabe has called
for voting recounts in the countries' parliament, with results
confirming
that opposition
groups won 110 parliament seats
to Mugabe's 97.
"Elections nonnally make sense
if the loser is willing to give up
power," Otiso said, "but Mugabe
refuses to give up power."
According to Otiso, the delayed
results and the call for recounts
an actually being used as stalling tactics while Mugabe launches
violent attacks on opposition to
strengthen his grip on power.
"The same kind of tactics were
seen in Kenya in December."
Otiso. who is originally from
Kenya, said. "These two countries are similar in many ways,
especially when it comes to the
treatment of die people."
According to Zimbabwean
police, 215 people were arrested
on Friday in a raid on Tsvangirai's
headquarters in llaran' the day
before for seeking refuge after
being attacked by ruling party loyalists in the countryside.
For MIT graduate snident Will

"Elections normally
make sense if the
loser is willing to give
up power."
Ke'a Otiso; Geography Professor
Uspal, this type of treatment is
exactly why he is reaching out and
attempting to help the people of
Zimbabwe.
"Hundreds of Tsvangirai supporters have been abducted,
tortured and assaulted in recent
weeks and even soldiers have
started beating people," Uspal
said. "Before this, infomial torture
centers were used, but now they
are not even fazed by doing this
out in the open."
In response to the horrendous
events occurring in Zimbabwe
over the last few weeks. 1 Ispal and
another snident created the MIT
(itmpaign for Zimbabwe,
The organization will be working with Amnesty International to
pressure the South African government to improve conditions
in Zimbabwe and also hopes to
research possible aide programs
for people who are suffering.
' Zimbabwe had a lot of promise before all this occurred," I Jspal
said. "It went from a wealthy
country to one that's now in
political failure.''
Although it seems clear that
MugabeS time as tilling leader is
up, Otiso said a reason he has held
on so long is his fear of Zimbabwe
citizens after being let go.
Because of his cruel and
inhumane treatment of the
Zimbabweans, Mugabe's life may
be threatened after he loses power,
Otiso slid.
Bush is going to leave this
year and he's going to be just fine
because no one is going to harass
him or threaten his life," Otiso
said. "In other countries, this
doesn't happen when politicians
misuse power and then they lace
the type Of situation that we're
seeing in Zimbabwe."
But n'gardless of the eventual
outcome of the election, both
Otiso and Uspal hope that Mugabe
is ousted out of power in order to
ensure peace in Zimbabwe.
"It's absolutely mystifying to me
that other countries haven't pressured Mugabe to step down when
the)' winiess what he has done to
his country." Uspal said. "Mugabe
absolutely needs to go in order
to give Zimbabwe the turnaround
that it needs."

She used to visit Iraq all the
time, but the closest Fatima
Al-Hayani has been to Iraq
since the war began five years
agoislordan.
On her last visit to the western border country of Iraq
three weeks ago, Al-Hayani
saw how many Iraqi refugees
were living in lordan to escape
the war. She said there are
around three million refugees
in lordan, Syria, ligypt and the
surrounding area.
lust before the war started,
on March 20, 2003, though, AlI layani was in Iraq.
"It used to be so safe," she
said. But it is hard for her to
talk about how it used to be,
before the war. "It's not safe for
women and children anymore,"
she said.
Al-Hayani is originally from
Beirut, Lebanon, but did her
graduate studies and dissertation on Islamic Studies in Iraq.
She and her husband, who is
originally from Iraq, have been
in the United States since she
finished her studies,
>
The couple has nightmares
about the situation in Iraq.
Forty-eight people in her hus-

deep in Islamic history. The
denominations split in the seventh Century over differences
between who they believed was
the prophet lor the Muslims.
Often times though, the differences do not cause problems between the groups. Alllayani's family includes both
Suuni and Shia.
"The conflicts are not a Sunni
or Shia Thing, it's a political
thing, "she said.
In 1991, the U.S. initiated
Desert Storm — a U.S., British
and Saudi Arabianattackon Iraq
after their invasion of Kuwait.
From what Al-Hayani has
heard from family and friends
in Iraq, the political struggle in

KARIMKADIM | APPHOI

EMOTIONAL CONFLICT: Mourners retrieve the body of a relative killed in clashes in
the Shiite stronghold of Sadr City in Baghdad, Iraq yesterday Clashes erupted yesterday
morning, killing eight and wounding 25. health officials said.

Iraq is far from over.
band's family have been killed
in the violence since the beginning of the war. 1 lis 15-year-old
nephew was killed while riding
in a car with his friends when
U.S. soldiers bombed the car,
Al-Hayani said.
Though she is not in the
Middle East near her family, she
tries to do her part by taking
time to talk about the war and
about Iraq.
Al-Hayani spent time teaching at both the University of
Michigan and the University
of Toledo and is now taking a

break from teaching to lecture
on Islam and Islamic issues
around the area.
"There is so much misunderstanding surrounding Muslims
in this country, especially now
that everyone thinks we are terrorists." Al-Hayani said.
So much of the confusion
surrounds the religious factions
within the Muslim population.
Al-Hayani and her husband arc
Sunni. the largest denomination of Islam. The second largest
group of Muslims are the Shia.
The difference in the two is

"The future is 1.000 percent
uncertain," she said.
The Iraqi people spent 25
years under former leader of
Iraq Saddam Hussein who
became president in 1979 and
prime minister in 1994. Now,
Al-Hayani said no one is in
power. The U.S. government
would have you believe differ
ently, she said.
Before, she said, the government provided everything the
See IRAQ I Page IS

Civil war in Somalia affects U.S. on local leve
By Kat* Snydar
Reporter
Somalia is a moderate-sized
country, located on the Horn
of Africa, with a population of
about 9 million.
A civil war has been tearing
the country apart since 1990.
And the United States is involved
from the highest government
down to towns like Bowling

Green.
The main issues surrounding
such a long-term war are hostility between different clans
and extremist groups using the
country as a Training base. These
conflicts are slow to resolve with
the weak government currently
in plat p.
In 1969, Siad Barn- became
president of Somalia, and
turned the country into a totalitarian-like state, according to
1 listoryworld.net.
"Siad...|insisted| upon the
supremacy of party and nation
as opposed to the local clan loyalties." the Web site said.
In 1990, the clans overthrew
the government, and warlords of
different regions and clans have
been fighting for power ever
since. Today, the only remotely stable part of the region is
Somalialand. a republic north of
Somalia that broke away in 1991.
The fighting in Somalia is
more a matter of injustice, said
Kefa Otiso, an associate professor of geography who is originally from Kenya, and these injustices happen everywhere.
In the United States, there
are racial and class differences,
Otiso said, "but we do a good job
of addressing them."
'liven in families," he said, "if
you have that kind of situation il
will break up a family."

In late I992, the United States
sent relief tfoops over to Somalia
to try to queli the fighting. Six
months later, the U.N. joined
them withanothermilitary effort
to bring stability, according to
Raceandhistory.com. But soon
after the U.N. entered, warlords
in Somalia forced them out.
The United Stales has continued to be involved in Somali
affairs since Sept. 11. when it was
suspected that extremist groups,
such as al-Qaida, were using the
country as a training base.
"Conflicts halfway around the
globe affect us on a very local
level," Otiso said. Family members of Bowling Green residents
are going overseas to fight groups
who are training in Somalia.
Such an active patrol also costs
money that could be spent in
education or enterprises.
The U.S. was also one of the
key sponsors in peace talks that
took place in Nairobi. Kenya in
2003. The peace process was
coordinated by Kenya and then
moved to Somalia, Otiso said,
because the Somali government
isn't trusted by many Somali
people.
Peace talks are also hindered by the extremist groups
who would lose Their power if
the region became stable, Otiso
said.
"Some thrive in that situation."
he said, "(but] from an ordinary
citizen's standpoint, the sooner
the crisis is resolved the better."
Many children in Somalia
can't go to school. The war
destroyed most of the crops,
so famine has spread across
the country.
ForManal Mirreh, president of
the Somali Student Association
at Ohio State University, the worrying part is the health care.

to that area in I959.
The second largest number of
Somali refugeeslivcin Columbus.
Ohio, with a population of 20,000

"It's not thai they're starving lii
death,"' she said. "Basic necessities they don't have."
As a result, thousands come to
the U.S. as refugees.
"Any time you have that kind
of civil war it creates refugees,"
Otiso said.
The largest number of Somali
refugees in America live in
Minneapolis. Minn.
"Minnesota has historical])
had the infrastructure to deal
with refugees."' said frank Goza,
a demographer and professor in
sociology. Many Cubans also fled

to 30000.
In Coinmbus, therearealmosta
dozen restaurants serving Somali
food as well as a strip mall with

Somali merchandise,
"It's able to make people feel
like Inline when they go there."
Goza said.
The Somali
Community
See SOMALIA | Page IS
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Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, ot year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
• Laundry lacilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, (ridge, microwave. 25" TV
Full cable W/HBO - »20/month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

mrock Village
* Con lufiiiniurnb IOI
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$850/monlrip/usuW(i7es
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

ivtiu

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub m some units
DeivOffice in some units
Central air

the
\.ease

GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES- at 451 Thurstin across from Offenhauer.
$750 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only
OIME BEDROOMS- Several locations. $785 for the summer,
deposit $225. One person only
TWO BEDROOMS-Several locations. $950 for the summer,
deposit $225. Two person limit.

.,-JOHN-

NEWLOVE
Real SitoU. Inc.

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bed)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
.www johrmewlovereatestate com

"We've got a place for everyone!"
*

will b
ed Saturdays & Sundays
May 5-23,2008
10am-4p/ti
May 26.2008 (Memorial Day)
CLOSED
May 27-JutM 16,2008
10am4pr^M
June 17-Juty 3.2808
8am-5pm
Pharmacy lOarr-lpm
July 4,2008
CLOSED
Jury 5-July 16,2008
8am-5pm
Pharmacy 10am-4pm
July 17-August 6,2008
10am-4pm
August 7.2008
CLOSED
August 8-15,2008
10am4pm
August 188am-5r

—

durmglsummer

To schedule an appointment call

419-372-2271
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Largest colossal squid to be studied then displayed in museum
By Ray Lill.y
The Associated Press

WELLINGTON, New Zealand
— Marine scientists in New

Zealand yesterday were thawing
the corpse of the largest squid
ever caught to try to unlock the
secrets of one of the ocean's
most mysterious beasts.
No one has ever seen a living, grown colossal squid in its
natural deep ocean habitat, and
scientists hope their examination of the 1.089-pound, 26-foot
long colossal squid, set to begin
today, will help determine how
the creatures live. The thawing and examination are being

broadcast live on the Internet.
The squid, which was caught
accidentally by fishermen last
year, was removed from its
freezer Monday and put into a
tank filled with saline solution.
Ice was added to the tank yesterday to slow the thawing process so the outer flesh wouldn't
rot, said Carol Diebel, director
of natural environment at New
Zealand's national museum, Te
Papa Tongarewa.
After it is thawed, scientists
will examine the squid's anatomical features, remove the
stomach, beak and other mouth
parts, take tissue samples for
DNA analysis and determine its

"If we get ourselves
a male it will be the
first reported... of
the male species."
Steve O'Shea | Squid Expert

sex, Diebel said.
"If we get ourselves a male it
will be the first reported (scientific! description of the male
of the species," Steve O'Shea.
a squid expert at Auckland's
University of Technology, told
National Radio. He is one of
the scientists conducting the

examination.

The squid is believed to
be the largest specimen of
the rare deep-water species
Mesonychoteuthis hamiltoni,
or colossal squid, ever caught,
O'Shea has said.
Colossal squid, which have
long been one of the most mysterious denizens of the deep
ocean, can grow up to 46 feet
long, descend to 6,500 feet into
the ocean and are considered
aggressive hunters.
At the time it was caught,
O'Shea said it would make calamariringsthesize of tractor tires
if cut up — but they would taste
like .ammonia, a compound
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found in the animals' flesh.
Fishermen off the coast of
Antarctica accidentally netted
the squid in February 2007 while
catching Patagonian toothfish,
which are sold under the name
Chilean sea bass.
The squid was eatinga hooked
toothfish when it was hauled
from the deep. Recognizing it as
a rare find, the fishermen froze
the squid on their vessel to preserve it. The national museum,
Te Papa Tongarewa, later took
possession of it.
The previous largest colossal squid ever found was a 660
pound female squid discovered
in 2003, the first ever landed.

AP PHOTO

WORLD'S LARGEST SQUID: A New
Zealand fisheiman with the giant squid
caught in the Ross Sea. Antarctica.

Groom
'karate kicks'
bride, brawl
ensues
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A newlywed couple spent the night in
separate jail cells — she in her
wedding gown — after police
said they brawled with each
other, then members of another
wedding party, at a suburban
Pittsburgh hotel.
The fight started Saturday
night after a reception when he
knocked her to the floor with a
karate kick in the seventh-floor
hallway of a Holiday Inn, according to police. It escalated when
she attacked two guests from
another wedding party who
came to her aid, police said.
The melee moved to an elevator and then to the lobby, where
the couple threw metal planters
at the two guests of the other
parly, causing minor injuries,
police charged.
"It was pretty wild," Ross police
Sgt. Dave Sysk'a said.
DentistDavidW.Wielechowski.
32,ofShaler,andChristaVattimo,
25, had married a month earlier in the Bahamas but repeated
their vows Saturday at a reception for 150 guests. They were
checking into their room when
the argument began, police said.
Police arrived to find the dentist lying on the lobby floor and
his bride screaming, they said.
Authorities charged them
both with simple assault, criminal mischief and disorderly
conduct, and the bride with
an additional count of public
intoxication. They face a May 7
preliminary hearing.
A district judge considered
issuing a restraining order
against Wielechowski, but his
new bride declined the measure.
The couple declined comment upon their release Sunday
morning.
She left with her father, still
dressed in her white gown.
Wielechowski left alone, sporting a swollen eye, tuxedo pants, a
bloody T-shirt and one shoe.

Eyebrow trend
seen as a
gang symbol
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A
Portland high school is raising
eyebrows with its brow grooming
policy: shave 'em or go home.
Some students at Centennial
High School have shaved vertical lines into their eyebrows in a
trend recently made popular by
hip-hop star Soulja Boy. School
officials say the mark looks like a
gang symbol.
Administrators are telling students with the lines that they can't
return to school until they shave
their eyebrows off.
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SIDELINES

IMPROVEMENT ON ICE:

GOPHER HUNTING:

After two difficult years in a row. the BG hockey team got

On September 1, the BG football team kicked off

back to their winning tradition a bit. They earned home ice in
the first round of the CCHA Playoffs and advanced to the

its season in dramatic fashion by upsetting
Minnesota. 32-51. in overtime. It took a gutsy
two-point conversion play called "rub right

second round.

to seal the win Quarterback Tyler
Sheehan dropped back and connected
with Freddie Barnes in the corner of
the end zone for the score.

BASKETBALL
Round five for Cavs
and Wizards
The Cavs hold a 3-1
advantage in the

A NEW DIRECTION:

hotly-contested series

Under new head coach Louis Orr, the men's basketball

Page 14

team showed marked improvement in the win column.
They finished the season 13-17

GOLF
Adam Scott looks to
find success
Scott recently won the Byron

THE SUPPER
FITS:

Nelson Championship.
Page 14

After finishing the season with a

ONLINE

10-9-3 record, the fifth-seeded

The BG News
Sports Blog

women's soccer team took the

Be sure to log on to The BG

1 seed. Ball State, in the semifinals

News Sports Blog to find all

They would ultimately lose to

Cinderella path to the MAC
Championship game by beating the No

Toledo in the title game

the latest information on all of
your favorite Falcon sports.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogpsot.com

1§

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1946—Cleveland Indian
Bob Feller's 2nd no-hitter
beats the NY Yankees 1-0.
1921-American
Professional Football

MAKING SOME HISTORY:

Association reorganizes

The tennis team put together a special year. They finished the season

in Akroa

with a 16-5 record, the best in program history.

1900-165 lb. Robert
Fitzsimmons KOs 505 lb. Ed
Dunkhost in a boxing match.

The List

END OF AN ERA:

The sports media is filled

BG guards Kate Achter and Whitney Taylor became

with its share of colorful

the winnmgest class in the history of the Mid-American

personalities and in the last

Conference in 2008 Achter became the women's bas-

paper of the year, we

ketball program's all-time assist leader and Taylor set the
school record for most three-pointers converted in a

are listing our top five

game when she drained eight in a game agamst Kent

favorites that grace the

m January The women's basketball team lost m the
semifinals of the MAC Tournament, but secured a

airwaves on a daily basis:

WNIT berth. They lost in the second round

1. Charles Barkley:

to Michigan State, thus ending the great
careers of Achter and Taylor.

Barkley called the

BOWLED
OVER:
After finishing the regular season
8-4. the BG football team earned
a berth to the GMAC Bowl in
Mobile. Alabama. The game was

Washington Wizards "the

one for the record books, but not

dumbest team in the history

in the way the Falcons imagined

of civilzation." That kind

The Tulsa Golden Hurricane picked
the Falcons apart, and won 65-7.

of brutal honesty is what

Tulsa broke three college football

we appreciate about the

records on offense in the game

Chuckster - plus
Inside the NBA" with
Ernie Johnson and Kenny
Smith is pure comedy.

2. Tony Kornheiser
and Michael
Wilbon:Thetwo
Washington Post columnists
are the two hosts of ESPN's
"Pardon The Interruption."
The two have such great
chemistry on the air and that
is what makes show so good.
3. Mel Kiper, Jr.:
NFL draft guru has been
going strong for 25 seasons
now - plus he comes with
that ridiculous head of hair
that cannot be fake.
4. Scott Van Pelt:
The "SportsCenter" anchor is
probably one of the funnier
personas that ESPN currently
employs. Van Pelt's
nightly schtick usually
conies complete with
"Entourage" and "Flight of
the Conchords" references.

5. Erin Andrews:
Probably the best sideline
reporter in the business. Plus
she is not too full of herself
because of her good looks.

With the help of former coach, the visual
history of BG women's basketball comes to life
By Alison Kemp
Reporter

Larry Weiss didn't go to women's
basketball games until Fran Voll
asked him if he would be at a
game in 1968.
He couldn't say no to the man
who would later become the head
coach, so he and his wife attended
the game
"Low and behold, we became
fans," he said and has followed the
team closely for the last 20 years. .
So when Weiss retired last August,
President Ribeau gave him two tasks.
One was the plan the University's
100th anniversary celebration. The
other was to compile a history of
BGSU's women's basketball team.
Right now, Weiss is working with
Sue Hager, the 1967-1976 women's
basketball coach, to create a living
history of the team. In addition to
a DVD, Weiss said they may also
produce a book.
Every former head coach of the
women's program is still alive, so
Weiss wants their stories recorded

r

"This game has really

There have been many women
basketball players who've had an
progressed for these impact on and off the court and so
much is happening now, she said.
"None of this would be where we
young women."
are today if we didn't go back to the
Sue Hager | Former BG coach
60s," she said.
She wants the women who are
before it is too late. Recent greats playing today to be knowledgelike Curt Miller, Uz Honegger and able about their sport's history: that
Kate Achter will also be in the video. there were so many different nilcs,
With Hager* help, Weiss is creat- no publicity, the coach had to fight
ing a list of players they would like to for money and host tryouts.
include in their compilation.
"This game has really progressed
Weiss said their story needs to be for these young women," she said.
recorded "while you can talk to the "I don't think they Itoday's playersl
people who made it happen." I le know what transpired."
doesn't want too much to escape
The earliest photographs of a
their plans.
women's sport team at BGSU are
Hager has been able to add of basketball teams. Two literary
her expertise about the history societies — the Wilsonians and the
of the game and what happened Emcrsonians — competed against
each other in 1914. Their photoat BGSU.
When Hager was asked by graphs were in BGSU's yearbook
President Ribeau to take part in that year.
this project, she said it would be a
wonderful project because "nobody
See WEBS | Page 14
knows who [earlier players and
coachesi are."

I

Local BG students find success
on university athletic teams
By Alison Kemp
Reporter

Marissa Saneholtz threw away
her BGSU acceptance letter after being forced to apply.
BGSU was her last choice.
Not only is the University in
the city where she grew up, but
Saneholtz knew there would be
so many people from her high
school here, and she was looking for a change.
After she looked around at
some other schools, she realized the University had what
she wanted: a gymnastics
team and a metals and jewelry
design program.
She received a full ride for
academics and liked the varsity
gymnastics team, so Saneholtz
decided to enroll.
"It ended up being one of the
best decisions I've made," she
said.
Kylie Korsnack, senior cross
country and track athlete,
also said she never thought

she would come to BGSU and
sometimes wonders what it
would be like if she had gone
somewhere else.
But she really likes being
here.
Aside from the free meals
and laundry and fans that she
brings to meets, she gets to be
a part of her seven-year-old
sister's life.
She knows she would not get
to spend as much time with her
if she had gone somewhere else
for school.
Track and cross country
coach Canii Wells likes to
recruit local athletes. She said
it is easier to keep track of students who live within a half
hour of Bowling Green.
"I can watch them grow up,"
she said, but she emphasized
that they still need to meet
the ability level needed for the
teams.
See LOCAL | Page 14
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Cavs and Wizards prepare for Game 5

• From Paqe 13
When Hager ran her first tryDul session in I9ti", around ISO
women showed up, she whittled
llii'in ilmvii I" iwo teams of 12.
AiU'i the pfayen were chosen
bused mi their athlclicism and
coordination, they were laughl
howiopla) [he game
She had no assistant roaches.
Students served as managers
and set up the f»\iti Iwhirh was
in i.ppler North), kept score and
ran the clock. Uniforms weren't
provided. Ilie teams' wore pinnies, sleeveless shirts, on top of
i shins.
Because there were no officials
tin women's basketball at this
time, physical education depart
ments set up their own rating
boards to train the coaches and
other olliciators. I lager said she
and other area coaches would
officiate lor each other to avoid

fees.
Money always made a dillei
cure to the teams, Hager said.
Ihey almost always traveled by
cat to away games, and they
weren't reimbursed for mileage.
If Hager decided to rent a
school bus, she had to decrease
the number ol games the leant
would play, and a typical schedule had ordj lOor 12games.
i he players were given some
money for meals on away gamei lay 5.1 lagersaid it was usually SO
cents for breakfast, SI for lunch
and $2.50 for dinner. This would
translate to about $10 today, she
slid.
Since
Hager
has been
involved with basketball for so
main years, she's hern able to
watch the game cvolvc.liirly in
women's basketball history, pliiyers could shoot one-handed or
underhand for one point and
a two-point shot required two
hands I herewasnoineBgibility
reams also played with a fullsize ball, there were no substitutions and no timeouts. Players
couldn't touch or guard each
other. Hager said if there was
a collision, the players would
apologize and they were always

respectful of each other.
but she likes wiiere basketball
has gone today.Thcre's dedicated practice time and training
laciliiies. along with many other
amenities.

"We've come so far," she said. 1
iusi hopewenevei lose the good
things we had."

By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

"I've never seen a

INDEPENDENCE,
Ohio
— LeBron lames whistled an

series like this where
you have music

it wasn't one of lay-Z's — as
he practiced free throws. He
seemed blissfully serene.
Stayingthat way will be tough.
I le's got to go at least one more
round with the Washington

involved, you have

The Associated Press

trash talk involved,
everything."
Joe Smith | Cavs forward

Wizards.
A target of taunts and physical abuse almost since the
opening tip in Game I, lames

and the Cavaliers can eliminate
the Wizards from the playoffs
for the third straight season
tonight.
lames, who has enhanced
ins professional resume by dispatching the Wizards on early
summer vacations, knows it
won't be easy to end this firstround series. I he Wizards are
in a bind, even desperate.
"They ain't got no choice but
to be desperate," said lames.
who is averaging 29.5 points, 8.5
rebounds and 6.5 assists in four
games, "ihey re down 3-1. We
need to put them away."
Yesterday, lames wouldn't
comment on the latest insult
from Wizards center Brendan
Haywood, who a day earlier
mocked Cleveland's All-Star by
saying. "Avvww. they're trying
to hurt me" in a whiny voice in
response to lames' assertion follow ingCiame-I that the Wizards
are out to get him.
But lames stood by his
remark: He doesn't think the
Wizards can come back to win
the series.
"i just have confidence in our
team," he said. "It has nothing to do with the Wizards.
They're a very good team, but
they've got to beat us three
straight games and I can't see
that happening."
The Wizards haven't been
eliminated on the road since
1988. when they were knocked
out in the first round at Detroit.
lb avoid a similar fate in Game
5, they'll need to do a better job
on lames, hit the boards and
make their shots.
It might help, too, if they quit
the trash talking, which seems
to have boomeranged. Most ol

Elizabeth
Simon
Felt honored to be
recruited by coach
VandeWalie

From Page 13

man walk-on to the football
team. He said it is rare for
students from BGHS to play
Division I football
"It shows kids they could give
it a shot," Akenberger said.
Not living at home has
made a difference for a lot of
the athletes.
Saneholtz said she lived in
the country, so being in town is
an entirely different experience.
"If I lived at home it would be
like high school," Korsnark said.
Simon said she has always felt
like she was away from home
since she lived on campus. She's
also had the same transition
problems that other students
from far away have. She had
to deal with a brand new work
load, practice and games.
Barbara Powers, a freshman
on the track and cross country
lean1- -aid thfl 111 eson campus

what the Wizards have said, has
come back to bite them. I'll row
in some rap stars, a few flagrant
foids and it's become quite a
series.
"I've never seen a series like
this where you have music
involved, you have trash talk
involved, everything." said
Cavaliers forward loe Smith, a
13-year veteran. "1 guess that's
the way the sport has grown
and when you have a rivalry
like this, there's no telling what
you might find."
A quick rewind on the
Washington vs. Cleveland feud:
Wizards forward DeShawn
Stevenson called lames "overrated." lames dismissed it. saying a response would he like
hip-hop mogul lay-/ dignifying something said by rapper

tSoulja Boy.
Stevenson fired bark by
giving Soulja Boy courtside
seats for Game 3. a 36-point
Washington win. lay-/, a close
friend of lames', countered with
a song dissing Stevenson that
was played at a D.C. dub last
weekend.
On the floor, Haywood
shoved lames and got ejected
in Game 2. Stevenson swiped at
lames' head and got a technical
ill Game 4.
I lav wood makes fun of lames,

Stevenson gets fined $25,000 for
making a throat-slashing gesture in Game 4.
Wizards haven't stopped yapping.
"You'd think after a while it
would kind of calm down a little
bit." said Smith, who has never
been beyond the first round in
his career. "It's real surprising
that they're still vocal. They're
still kind of trying, 1 guess, to
get in our heads a little bit. But

Q

Marissa
Saneholtz
Was not thrilled at
first with going to
the local school

so she can have the full college
experience.
"If I lived at home I wouldn't
have that," she said.
But she was able to stay in her
comfort zone and not be somewhere unfamiliar.
"A lot of people don't want
to stay at home. Some people
won't be interested because it's
BGand they don't want to be at
home," Wells said.
But having local students on
the teams is beneficial, she said.
"It helps us get into the community. Wells said, and in turn,
local fans come to support the
athletes.
Meek said it is rewarding
being a townie playing at BGSU.
"So many people know who
you are," she said, which leads
to many fans at the games. "It's
super rewarding."
"We end up with all kinds of

Three Bedroom Homes
QUIET

After recent
victory, Adam
Scott looks for
major success
By Doug Ferguson

unrecognizable tune — no,

LOCAL
This was the case for the
female students from Bowling
Green High School participating in crosscountry.
The BGHS cross country
team was very dominant in the
sport, so Wells said it was easy
to recruit them.
But for the volleyball team,
local student athletes aren't
recruited unless they are going
to play, said Elizabeth Simon, a
senior on the volleyball team,
so it's ironic that two BGHS volleyball players were recruited a
yeai apart.
The other BGHS volleyball
recruit, junior Chelsey Meek,
said attending BGSU was in her
blood, even though she thought
it would have been exciting to
go somewhere else.
Tor me to slay here seemed
right," said Meek, who was
voted "most likely to be a tovvnie" by her high school class. "Do
I regret coming to BG? No way."
she said.
Zach Ui'ibrrucr is a fresh-
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FOUL Wizaids forward Caion Butler reacts to a (all made against him in Gome 4 of the
series The Cavs lead the seiies 5-1 and will look to close out the series tonight in Cleveland.
it hasn't worked thus far in this
series and I don't think it will
work at all."
Stevenson, Haywood and
Gilbert Arenas did not speak to
the media before the Wizards
left for Cleveland. Antawn
lamison. though, had an interesting take on his teammates'
oratorical outbursts.
"All this talking throughout
the media, about this and that,
is really beneath me," he said.
"And I'm kind of disappointed that my (cam lias kind of
bought into it. But it's just about
going out there and playing the
game. They've been doing that,
they're up 3-1, so they can say
what they want to say."
When the blathering first
began. Wizards coach P.ddie
Jordan backed his player's comments. His reasoning was simple: They said it, now they have
to back it up.
"We can't go into the series
being split on anything,'' lm dan
said. "It didn't matter what I
think, I wanted to support my
players, and I said. 'Look, since
this is how we've approached it.

this is what you said, these are
the things we have to do to be
successful in this series.'"
"You want to talk the talk, well.
these are the things you have to
walk the walk with. And we've
come up short so far, but we're
still talking and still walking.
We'll see if we can get to the
finish line."
The Cavaliers can see the end.
last year, leading 3-1 against
New Jersey, they lost at home
to the Nets before finally ending that series on the road.
They're determined not to let
Washington back in it.
"They're going to bring it by
any means necessary." said
( av s guard Daniel Gibson.
lames hasn't been pounded
like this since he was a kid in
the playgrounds of his hometown Akron,
He laughed when told about
an online fans' poll that said
he would win a fight against
1 lay wood.
"I don't fight." he said. "I
stopped fighting. That's so
grade school. I don't need to
fight anymore.''

"My family kind of adopts people on the
team. [My parents] are parents for everyone
on the team who's from far away."
i ianeholtz
fans here," said gymnastics
head coach Kerrie Beach. She
also finds local student athletes to be useful for recruiting
because they are able to show
the new recruits around town.
Andrea Pereira De Almeida,
sophomore, didn't need to be
shown around town when she
came to visit, but she did like
having her high school teammate Korsnack already on the
track and cross country teams.
She said she got to get to know
the team better and make a better decision about running here
before she committed.
Korsnacksaidshegetstomake
a good statement about town to
the recruits and incoming athletes, which probably wouldn't
happen if there weren't local
athletes on the team.
She let's them know what a
good experience she has had
here, too.
"I love my coach," Korsnack
said. "She's the whole reason
I'm here."
Simon also chose BGSU
because of her coach.
"I was honored to be recruited
by her," she said.

Local student athletes can
also help out other athletes who
are from far away.
"My family kind of adopts
people on the team," Saneholtz
said. She has teammates come
to. her house for home-cooked
meals and her parents help
out the other girls on the team
whenever needed.
"|My parentsl are parents for
everyone on the team who's
from far away," she said.
Recruiting local athletes can
also bring more competition to
the team, Wells said. The local
athletes competed against each
other in high school, and now
they can train with and compete against some of the same
area athletes.
"I like having my teainmatesas
my teammates again," Korsnack
said. "You're more competitive against girls you competed
against in high school. It's much
better to have them competing
with me."
De Almeida said there's
more pressure to compete well
because of the support she
has at meets from family and
friends.

One of the most vexing labels
in golf is "best to have never
won a major," which is now
affixed to Sergio Garcia with
little debate.
But there is another description that is even more burdensome, and it belongs to Adam
Scott.
Best to never even contend
in a major.
"That's the last thing he
needs to do to get to the next
level," swing coach Butch
Harmon said Monday night.
"You forget that he's won a lot
of tournaments. But he's got
to step up to the plate in the
majors, and stop putting so
much pressure on himself."
It is no disgrace that the 27year-old Scott has not won a
major. Those are hard to come
by in the era of Tiger Woods,
and it has become even more
difficult in recent years now
that Phil Mickelson has figured them out.
Only five players in theirs
20s. including Woods, have
won majors this decade.
Perhaps even more startling
is that in the last five years,
only 13 players in their 20s
have finished in the top five
at majors.
Garcia is the leader in the
clubhouse with six lop fives
since 2003, which includes
a playoff loss at Carnoustie
last summer, and playing in
the final group with Woods
at
Royal
Liverpool
the
year before.
That's why the "best to have
never won a major" tag fits
Garcia better than anyone
else Along with his six PGA
Tour victories and 10 victories
around the world, he has eight
top fives in the majors since
he turned pro in 1999.
Scott turned pro a year
later, and his record stacks up
favorably to Garcia except In
one major department.
ThcAustralian'sonlytopfive
in a Grand Slam event came
two years ago at Medinah,
where he tied for third in the
PGA Championship, albeit six
shots behind Woods.
His closest call came at
Whistling Straits in the 2004
PGA Championship, when
he tied for eighth, three shots
out of a playoff won by Vijay
Singh.
That he has not seriously
contended is a mystery, and
it only deepened with his victory Sunday in Dallas.
Scott didn't earn any style
points at the KDS Byron
Nelson Championship, but he
showed plenty of heart. He
took a three-shot lead into the
final round, let it slip away
with a tec shot into the water,
rallied with a door-die birdie
putt on the 18th. then atoned
for two 10-foot misses by holing a 50-foot birdie putt on t he
third playoff hole.
"I needed to walk out of
here with a trophy," Scott
said. "I needed to go and
close this thing out. and it
was tough, but I managed to
do it. I feel pretty good about
myself. It would have been a
tough defeat."
"liven in tough conditions,
to let go of a three-shot lead
doesn't sit too well with many
people, and that goes for me,
as well."
Forget the majors for a
moment and consider Scott's
consistency.
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2 Showers
$795 per month plus all utilities

3 Bed-1 Bath
W/D Hook Up
$695.00 plus utilities

407 Conneaut
3 Bed-1 Bath , Washer & Dryer
Across from City Park
$865.00 plus utilities

Travel Card

721 Jefferson
3 Bed-1 Bath
Washer & Dryer
Lovely Ranch Home
$815.00 plus utilities

343 S. Main
3 Bed-1 Bath/ DUPLEX
W/D Hook Up
Large Porch
$750.00 plus utilities
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TIBET
From Page 10

institutions but there's not the
same level of persecution as you
might have seen historically in
other places," Grunden said.
Since the occupation of Tibet,
the Chinese government has
also been sending ethnic Han
Chinese into the area, Grunden
said. Tibethastraditionallybeen
inhabited by minority groups, so
the government is sending the
ethnic Chinese to interbreed,
intcrmixand lessen the numbers
and strength of the minority.
"It's kind of diluting the ethnic
minority populations to superimpose Chinese ethnicity, language and culture," Grunden
said.
"I think personally the thing

KENYA
From Page 10

during the conflict, which also
worried Kipchoge's family.
Luckily, none of their property
was destroyed.
"Where I come from is not
affected," Ombongi said, "but
family friends have been affected and even killed."
The Kenyan government
agreed to a coalition government in response to the escalating violence in April 2008.
making Kibaki president,
Odinga the prime minister and
set up a 40-member cabinet
with 20 Kibaki supporters and
20 Odinga supporters.
"I'm expecting the corruption
to go down with the new government," Ombongi said.
The pending problems facing Kenya are a looming food
shortage and finding places to
relocate the thousands of people
who were displaced as a result of
the violence.
Though the government is
trying to collaborate and work
on these issues, Kenya's future is
uncertain.
Ombongi said the BGSU
Kenya 5K Run organization collected funds and more than

IRAQ
From Page 11

people needed. Free hospitalization. food, and schooling up
through a Ph.D. was provided
for everyone. The only thing you
couldn't do in Hussein's Iraq
was contest the government, AlHayani said.
Now, after the elections in
April 2005, the president is lalal
Talabani and the prime minister
is Ibrahim laafari. Al-llayani said
there are still those in Iraq, and
those who have lied the country,
who miss Hussein and pray for
him everyday.
The current government does
not leave the Green Zone, a fortress within Baghdad, at any time
unless by helicopter outside the
Iraqi borders. Without stability on

Wednesday, April SO. 20O8 15

SOMALIA

that frustrates me the most is
that because of larger geopolitical issues people's rights don't
seem to matter," Trimmer said.
"I wish the United States was
more aggressively promoting
.human rights and trying to stop
human rights violations."
Learning what is going on
in Tibet may be harder than
is sounds though. It is hard to
tell what is actually happening
because of media censorship,
Grunden said.
"You're not going to see a lot
of coverage coming out of Tibet
because it's just too difficult to
get in there," Grunden said.
"Media coverage is almost
nonexistent."
"If nothing else it tells us how
restriction of the press permits
human rights violations to continue," Trimmer said.

The Daily Crossword Fix

From Page 11

Association of Ohio helps
Somalis in central Ohio with
finding affordable housing,
getting jobs, citizenship training, education, health and
language services.
"Our goal is to help the community become self-sufficient,"
said Hassan Omar, the president of the association.
Though the rich families
could come over soon after
the outbreak of war, most had
to wait for approval from the
U.N. A refugee is someone
who comes from persecution into a host society preapproved and completely
legal, and can receive jobs,
benefits and education.
About 6,000 or 7,000 have
been coming every year since
the mid- 90s, with about
14,000 coming in 2004. About
400,000 Somali refugees live
in the U.S. today.
But just because they're eligible for education and health
care doesn't mean the transition to a new country is easy.
Many take jobs as cashiers,
janitors, maids, cooks and
taxi drivers, Goza said. Even
if someone was a doctor in
Somalia, they would still have
to pass board tests in the
United States, which are often
given in English.
But education is valued in
their culture, Goza said, and
many are willing to graduate
high school and go to college.
"Almost every parent you talk
to will say T want my child to get
an education,"' Goza said.
But many of the older adults
are still waiting to go back once
their country becomes more
stable. However, Goza said, their
kids who came over as infants
or were born here see the U.S. as
their home.
"The further you go from
your connection to Somalia,
the less it seems to affect you,"
Mirreh said. "I'm more concerned about gas prices than
what's going on in Somalia."
Mirreh's parents came from
Somalia, and she still has
grandparents there, but since
she never sees them there is no
emotional connection. Though
she said she is still a representative of her family and culture.
"My success is a direct reflection on everyone," she said.
And despite the struggle,
many Somalis are working hard
to adapt. Many are starting to
branch out into Dayton, Toledo
and Cleveland.
Goza believes that they will
"eventually become a positive part of American society.
They're helping us to realize
how to be a better person."
But over in Somalia, the
fighting continues. Kids who
were bom in the early 90s have
known nothing but conflict.
"This generation was raised
in war and might end up perpetuating it," Otiso said." it is all
they know."

1,000 pounds of clothes to send
to Kenya's displaced people during the first three weeks of this
semester, but said people can
still donate money to the organization.
BGSU Kenya 5K Run, which
has its own Web site, collects
money all year to raise HIV and
AIDS awareness in Kenya and
the U.S., and people can donate
to make a difference in Kenya,
he said.
Ombongi is on the Youth
Vision International board,
which is a Kenya-centered
group that makes sure the right
people get the right money and
resources.
I le said friends of Kenya could
donate to the organization
because it is helping people of
Kenya.
Ombongi is traveling home to
Kisii Town, Kenya, in December
with his wife and daughter to
see his family for the first time
in nearly four years, and he is
confident the government will
be back to its normal function.
Kipchoge is also excited to visit
home in December and wants
people to know Kenya is peaceful and docs not have wild animals running everywhere.
"Kenya is no different than
here," he said.
the horizon, AM layani said when
she talks to her friends and family
in Iraq they do not have hope for
change in the near future.
But all is not lost. Al-Hayani
said that here in the U.S. the people can make a difference. Large
protests and speaking out against
the "occupation in Iraq" could
make a change.
As the president of College
Democrats. Mark Ingles has
planned five protests of the war in
Iraq, Tor Ingles, the point of protest is education and to get people
thinking about the war,
"I think protests can make a
difference," Ingles said.
Al-Hayani said she has faith
in the American people to make
change, referencingthe American
Revolution and the Vietnam War.
"But this is far worse than
Vietnam," she said.
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Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

•Tennis

•Soi

•WatetSkl

•Office

•theater Tech

'Archery

•English Riding

•Swim

•Outdoor living

'Thealer
Costumes

t
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
24
26
27
29
31

Orderly arrangement
List of choices
Buck or stag
Takeoff
Stratford's river
Gershwin and Levin
Magnitudes
Tenant's expense
Affectations
Lennon's love
Reflection depiction
Poised for action
Perfect accord
Gas pump info
On _ (without guarantee)
Cowardly Lion player

32 Soreness
34
39
40
42
43

1-800-899-8070

1.-

1 As well
2 Bridle strap
3 Barely visible from the
4 Hail, Caesar!
5 Flunky
6 Get hitched
7 In any way
8 Prohibited activity
9 Disloyal
10 Florida city
11 Met highlights
12"Key_"
44 OK Corral combatant |
13 City on the Ruhr
22 R&D output
48 Beetle pest
50 Foundling
23 Early Peruvian
51 Rancher's measure
25 Warren and Scruggs
52 Great _ Lake
27 Cheers for the
53 Swat
matador
28 Lascaux or Altamira
54 Unwraps
29 Reduce to tatters
55 The closer ones
57 Fellini film
30 Pod contents
58 Knock for a loop
33 Showed up
35 Fundamental
60 Made do with little
61 Membership fees
36 Minor crisis
37 Shrek, for one
65 Birthday secret?
38 Low digits
41 Vietnamese capital

45 Tableland
46 Confident

47 Floored
49
51
55
56
59
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Thuds and pings
On land
London flashlight
Cutty Sark, e.g.
Govt. agent
At any
Plebiscite
Japanese verse
Author Hunter
" in the Morning"
Concur
Gels
Lover's path
Must-haves

By raising
your legs
slowly and
lying on your
back, you
can't sink in
quicksand.

V

Services Offered
Adler Insurance Agency
Life and Health Ins Products
(ind. Short Term Med Ins
perfect for grads)
Don't take chances with
your future.
Call us today!
419-575-2168

Personals

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SS3S/month Full Year Lease

TPIPP LAKE CAMP lor GUIs:

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

I 800-997-4347
www. trlDDlakecamp. com

.

1-800-829-8638
www.bowllnggreen-apts.com

,

CALL DIBENEDETTO'S
FOR
PARTY SUBS. TRAYS.
HOME MADE SALADS, PASTAS
& FRESH BAKED COOKIES
(419)352-4663
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For Rent

Personals
Lose weight like crazy
Burns fat, block cravings & boosts
energy. All natural, super easy
Call (440)339-1324
2 ERIC CLAPTON TICKETS
Blossom Music Center, May 31st.
S90 each , Row R (419)308-7775

Wanted
Paying up to S500 lor
running or non-running vehicles
Call anytime (419)686-4222

Help Wanted
Delivery & prep personnel
Apply DiBenedetto's
1432E. WoosterSt

Nanny 8 am to 5 pm Mon thru Fri.
Some overnights $7.00 hr plus
benefits. Exp. pre! 419-872-6222
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Earn cash for your opinions.
We pay S15.00-S125.00 per survey
Cash20pinion.com
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New Gentleman's Club hiring dancers, security, exp wait staff 8 DJ's
(419)243-1111.
Part time sitter needed for one 12 yr
old girl, in my Perrysburg home beginning Fall 08. Must be flexible.
Call for more into. (917)903-1754.
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers 8 cooks.
419-352-7070
Web design firm seeking summer intern Must have Photoshop, Dreamweaver, XTHML & CSS experience.
Send resume to
brandy@toledo.com

1 bdrm apt. across from campus
Avail. May or Aug 1 yr. lease S350
plus util (419)897-5997
12 month leases starting May 2008
613 5th-2 to 3 BR House
$650 ♦ util.
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$870 ♦ util.
402 1/2 E Court - 1 BR Apt.
$335 ♦ util.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bdrm. lum. apt 724 6th S 705 7th
$750/summer Fall-1 yr lease, $510
mo Free water, sewer, gas 8 cable
(419)494-8208
3 bdrm houses 404 S College
$600 per month, plus utilities
Available Aug 419-352-4850
3 bdrm. hse, 1 1/2 blks. S. centra!
campus. Lg. common areas. W/D
A/C. Avail. Aug. 419-352-7090
3 bedroom. 2 1/2 bath house
127 Georgia
(419)308-2457
3 or 4 bedroom apts. Near campus
Available August
Call Gary (419)352-5414
4-5 bdrm.. 2 bath house on Clough
$1200 month plus utilities
(419)340-2500
812 (avail. June 1) 8 832 Third SI
(avail Aug. 1). 5 blks from campus. 3
bdrm., 1 bath, privacy lenced in back
yard. $875 mo., plus
util Ca
(419)392-2812
AVAIL. AUG. 15. 2008 1 barm apt
2 bdrm house 8 3 bdrm house.
Close to campus (419)308-2458
Female subleaser needed. May ti
Aug. Enclave I. Contact Amanda at
(614)582-3254

For Rent

Filling up fast for Fall 08
Copper Beech
419-353-3300

"08-09 S.Y. Houses, Apts & Rms
729 4th St 4 bdrm. C/A, W/D
311 E. Reed 3 bdrm also 182 bdrms
few summer only leases
see Cartyrentals com

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 • 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 -2 M - F
www bgapartments.com

800-380-9912 ext 722

Apply online.
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Monastic superior
Very, very bad
Isaac's mother
Jason's galley
Intuit

Get a Quote or Apply Online:
gailadler.mymedicalquotes.com

June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website.
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709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS

www.homecltylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN
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ACROSS

Summer in Maine
Moles and Females.
Meet new fiiends1 Tiavell
leach your favorite activity.
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Call (419)353-0325 9am - 9pm
'08-09 S.Y. 3 bdrm house avail 8/
15/08 S275 per person • util Close
to BGSU. Oft St. pkg ACA/VD.
1 bdrm. effic. avail. 8/15/08 $375 +
util. Close to BGSU. Off St. pkg..
furn.
1 rm effic avail 8/15/08 $290 plus
util Close to BGSU Off st pkg. Part
turn (419)601-3225.

Lg. house, very nice. 4 bdrm . 2 bath
AC. WD, 2 blks from campus 421 t
College Aug 08-Aug 09 Please
call (419)352-9392

1 bdrm. 854 8th St. $410 per mo. +
elec. Available now or Aug. No pets
(419)392-3354

Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm apt
$355 mo cats allowed
(419)376-1158

Subleaser needed until August
226 E. Reed St
(419)308-1359

iTEAKHOUSE®

Now Hiring

FISH...,,*

Servers, Cooks 6 Dishwishcrs

•*»<«' Vacations
llc.tlili Di'iiul Insurance

Apply In Person Mon-Fri 2-4
401 W. Dussel Rd.
Maumee. OH 43537

\ Background
"' Checks
Needed?
(

(Just 11CM minutes from BC!
Take 1-475 W. to Dussel -turn right)

Ohio BCI & I and FBI fingerprinting completed through National Web Check
System al
iblecosl Call (419) 350-2890 for an appointment
Mobil'' unil can come to you lor large groups.
iMCaiironnilcliecksolnwohio"yahoo com
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Megan Armentrout

RichAutry

Kent Barns

Kevin Bean

Kevin Berger

Ally Blankartz

Bill Bordewiek

Colleen Bush

Laura lee Carraciola

Greg Chick

Semira Chowdhury

Mark Cima

Alexandria Clark

Jordan Cravens

Kelly Day

Olivia Day

Lisa Early

Ashley Fogle

2ath Franks

Amanda Gilles

Andrew Harner

Lisa Haverstadt

Dave Herrera

Geneva Hodgson

Ken Horn

JeffHounshel

2*8
Audrey Hyder

J

'»

Brian Bornhoeft

ioe Cunningham

Addie Curlis

Bliss Davis

Amy Gostkowski

Tannen Gliatta

Stephanie Guigou

DeitrickHale

David Houser

Melissa Hrusovky

Freddy Hunt

India Hunter

Christy Johnson

SamanthaJohnstone

These are the editors, writers,
photographers, designers, sales,
circulation and customer service
representatives that brought you
The BG News, Obsidian, Gavel,
and The Key this year
Thanks for a great year
of hard work and service
Best wishes on finals, graduation,
summer internships, or jobs.
We hope to see many of you
again in the fall.

Greg Miller

Kristen Mooney

Sarah Moore

JoeMorehart

Janeen Morgan

Mycah Nyamari

Chad Puterhaugh

Rachel Radwanski

Scott Recker

Eric Reed

Jason Rentner

Kyle Reynolds

Theresa Scott

KateSnyder

LisaStang

Doug Strausbaugh

Ryan Sullivan

Chris West

Josh Whetherholt

Martel White

Colin Wilson

Lauren Wolk

1

Ashley Bunnell

fiflii

Serving One Goal

H,lton

Alliion Bratnich

Kampire Bahana

jul,j„

KeaI

Christie Kerner

Brian Knott

Tamara Lawrence

Trevor Lee

Mwendah M'Mailutha

Ethan Magoc

Tarah McGinnis

Kristin McKissic

aies
AndyOuriel

Dan Perry

Marisha Pietrowski

Gina Potlhofl

Emily Rippe

Brittany Roderick

Tim Sampson

Shelby Schroder

BenSwanson

Brian Siabelski

KrisienVasas

AnaVasguez

Chris Volushuk

levi Wonder

Brandon Wray

LatoyaVoung

Valerie Ziernicki

I

Enoch Wu

)

